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Disclaimer
This document contains descrip!on of the OpenMinTeD project 7ndings, work and products. Certain

parts of it might be under partner Intellectual Property Right (IPR) rules so, prior to using its content

please contact the consor!um head for approval.

In case you believe that this document harms in any way IPR held by you as a person or as a

representa!ve of an en!ty, please do no!fy us immediately.

The authors of this document have taken any available measure in order for its content to be accurate,

consistent and lawful. However, neither the project consor!um as a whole nor the individual partners

that implicitly or explicitly par!cipated in the crea!on and publica!on of this document hold any sort of

responsibility that might occur as a result of using its content.

This publica!on has been produced with the assistance of the European Union. The content of this

publica!on is the sole responsibility of the OpenMinTeD consor!um and can in no way be taken to

reMect the views of the European Union.

The European Union is established in accordance with the Treaty

on European Union (Maastricht). There are currently 28 Member

States of the Union. It is based on the European Communi!es and

the member states coopera!on in the 7elds of Common Foreign

and Security Policy and Jus!ce and Home ANairs. The 7ve main

ins!tu!ons of the European Union are the European Parliament,

the Council of Ministers, the European Commission, the Court of

Jus!ce and the Court of Auditors. (hCp://europa.eu.int/)

OpenMinTeD is a project funded by the European Union (Grant Agreement No 654021).
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Publishable Summary
The OpenMinTeD project seeks to build a community driven infrastructure for open text and data

mining. At the core of the project is the interac!on with communi!es from four thema!c areas

(Scholarly communica!on, Life Sciences, Agriculture / Biodiversity and Social Sciences). Each of these

communi!es has been working with partners from the project who bring technical exper!se in TDM to

develop applica!ons which will not only solve a per!nent issue, but also showcase the bene7ts of text

mining through the OpenMinTeD pla(orm to the wider members of the communi!es from the

thema!c areas of the project.

This document de7nes a set of use cases which describe the types of informa!on needed from each

user community.
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1. Introduction
This document takes the scenarios that were ini!ally de7ned as part of the project proposal and

elaborates on each scenario to give a well de7ned use-case. We look at both the key objec!ves of each

use-case, as seen from the user’s perspec!ve, in tandem with the technical feasibility of each objec!ve,

from the perspec!ve of the technical partners in the consor!um. Informa!on about the users,

technical informa!on, the end results and the process of evalua!on is also included.

This report is a result of Task 4.3, “Scenario de7ni!on for community driven applica!ons”. Within this

task the partners, coming from diNerent backgrounds, have worked to make sure that both the

envisaged func!onality and technical reality are understood by all, so that the 7nal implementa!on

could be of bene7t. This document does not look at certain aspects of implementa!on, such as

licensing, deployment plan, protocols, data formats or evalua!on procedures.  These more technical

aspects of the scenarios will be covered in great detail within the applica!on design developed in WP9:

“Community Driven Applica!ons Implementa!on” and will form a basis for our 7nal implementa!on.

The main body of this document describes our approach to de7ning the concrete use cases, as well as

the results from the use cases. We provide a quan!ta!ve analysis of the use cases at the end of Sec!on

3. We have then aCached a set of use case de7ni!on documents that were completed collabora!vely

by the community and technical partners who are responsible for the development of the use cases.
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2. Methodology
A basic principle that has been applied while designing a process for the crea!on of evalua!on

scenarios was the forma!on of user communi�es. User communi!es were provided with technical

support in the forma!on of ideas and func!onal requirements. Finding the desired balance between

the technical and user-centered points of view was one of the main challenges of the de7ni!on

process. The methodology undertaken is shown in the Figure 1, below:

2.1 Use case scenarios definition

As a 7rst step, the community members created several use case scenarios, each outlining one

applica!on using OpenMinTeD resources. These descrip!ons are given “from outside”, i.e. they

characterise the services available for users and interac!on with other systems, but no informa!on

about how these goals are internally implemented is provided. To help the users, they were given

Scenario De7ni!on forms which helped to retrieve the necessary informa!on in a friendly ques!on-

answer format. As a result, nine use cases have been created across 4 domains, as shown in Sec!on 3.

The ques!ons provided to the users are as follows:
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Ques�on: Category

Towards which community is this scenario aimed? Overview

Is the described TDM solu!on a standalone 

service or a part of a bigger project?

Overview

What is the purpose of the larger project? Overview

What role does the described scenario play in the

bigger project? 

Overview

What kinds of informa!on are sought? Overview

How will this informa!on bene7t the users? Overview

How will this informa!on bene7t the users' 

community?

Overview

Which personas will be involved in this scenario? Users

How will the ini!al data be accessed? Preliminary Data

In what format is the data? Preliminary

Are there any data sensitvity or security issues? Preliminary

What types of NLP tools are required? Text Mining

Are there any domain-speci7c tools which must be

used or developed?

Text Mining

Are there any exis!ng tools that can be used? Text Mining

How will data be divided into train, test, 

evalua!on?

Text Mining

Who will create any new components which are 

required in the workMow?

Text Mining

Who will create any new components which are 

required in the workMow?

Text Mining

Who will create the workMow itself? Text Mining
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Who will run the 7nal workMow? Text Mining

Who will have access to the results? Text Mining

Who will create evalua!on data? Text Mining

Who will undertake the evalua!on? Text Mining

What would a typical textmining workMow look 

like for this scenario?

Text Mining

In what context will the workMow be run? Text Mining

Where will the informa!on be stored? Results

In what format will the 7nal informa!on be? Results

What is a reasonable !me frame for the workMow 

to run, given a set of documents of the expected 

average size?

Results

Will the results be available/presented on the 

OpenMinTeD pla(orm?

Results

What Licences are associated with the original 

data?

Licences

What Licences are associated with the tools in the 

workMow?

Licences

What Licences are associated with the release of 

the created workMow?

Licences

What Licences are associated with the 7nal 

results?

Licences

How will the workMow be validated? Evalua!on (TDM Process)

How will you ensure that the users can run the 

workMow and interpret the results?

Evalua!on (TDM Process)

What experimental protocols will be used for 

evalua!on?

Evalua!on (TDM outputs)

What will be the measure of success? Evalua!on (TDM outputs)
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2.2 Use Case Scenarios partition

The informa!on ini!ally gathered in the ques!onnaires described above is then fed into two separate

processes. Firstly, it needs to be re7ned in coopera!on with technical partners to make sure that they

have enough informa!on to assess the level of diTculty. Secondly, it is the basis for crea!ng an

applica!on design, which then will be essen!al for implementa!on. To cater to these two goals, the

ini!al scenarios have been divided into two parts. The 7rst one, containing answers to the more general

ques!ons was used to de7ne the key objec!ves and assess technical diTculty (see next sec!on). The

second part included ques!ons related to how an implemented applica!on will work and was set aside

for later use in the applica!on design.

2.3 Use Case Scenarios expansion

 The scenarios expansion step brings together the user and technical groups to expand the ini!al

descrip!ons and achieve the following two goals:

1. Make sure that the scenario is de7ned precisely, so that the technical partners can 

understand what needs to be done to realise the expected func!onality.

2. Assess the level of technical diTculty related to implemen!ng each scenario using currently 

available tools.

This step is essen!al to promote communica!on between the users and the technical people involved

in each scenario, and to get a well-balanced mixture of views from these two groups. To enable

constant interac!on between technical and non-technical partners but avoid disrup!on, four domain

communi!es were formed to include both types of par!cipants:

 Agriculture / Biodiversity community:

o Technical partners: INRA (lead), GRNET

o Community partners: AK

 Life sciences community:

o Technical partners: UNIMAN (lead), USFD, GRNET

o Community partners: EBI, EPFL, CNIO, Frontiers

 Scholarly communications community:

o Technical partners: ARC (lead), USFD, GRNET

o Community partners: OU, Frontiers

 Social sciences community:

o Technical partners: UKP-TUDA (lead), USFD, ARC, GRNET
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o Community partners: GESIS

The works were con!nued in parallel in these groups and consisted of three steps: extrac!on of key 

objec!ves, assessment of technical diTculty and summarisa!on.

2.3.1 Key objectives
The 7rst task of community partners was to de7ne key objec!ves, i.e. divide the whole desired

func!onality into a handful of basic objec!ves that could be then analysed separately. Then, the users

discussed these with technical partners to make sure the de7ni!ons are understandable and precise

and the results of these discussions were incorporated into the list of objec!ves.

2.3.2 Technical difficulty assessment
Once all the partners agreed on formula!on of key objec!ves, the technical ones could start assessing

technical diTculty of each of them by providing both a general score (Easy / Medium / Hard /

Impossible) and a jus!7ca!on. 

2.3.3 Summarisation
Finally, two summaries have been added to each of the scenarios: a general one and a technical one.

This allows the reader to have a basic understanding of each scenario without going through all the

details. Again, this step was done in coopera!on between community and technical partners, trea!ng it

as an opportunity of ensuring common understanding of the nature of a scenario.
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3. Results
Through the process outlined above, we generated nine Use Case de7ni!ons from the four thema!c

areas of the project. We have given a brief descrip!on of the ongoing work in each thema!c area

below. We have also provided summaries of the use cases along with an analysis of the strengths and

weaknesses of the use case de7ni!on documents.

This sec!on 7rstly presents an overview of the current progress in the thema!c areas in Subsec!on 3.1.

It then gives the summaries produced as a result of the scenarios expansion step in Subsec!on 3.2. It

7nally gives an analysis of the semi-structured informa!on provided by the communi!es.

3.1 Thematic Areas

There is a wide varia!on of progress across the thema!c areas of the project. Scholarly communica!on

has decided to focus upon only one use case, which is related to OpenAire. This will now be designated

as SC-A. The Life Sciences task force is working on 2 use cases, both focussed on the applica!on of text

mining tools to help in the semi-automated cura!on of databases. This cura!on will use a variety of

tools from named en!ty recogni!on to rela!on extrac!on between the en!!es of interest to the

speci7c databases. The Agriculture and Biodiversity group have proposed 5 overlapping use cases

which will be developed into applica!ons. There is signi7cant scope for the reuse of tools between

these use cases and this will help to accelerate the development process. Finally, the social sciences

group is focusing its eNorts on a single use case which is described below as SS-A. This concerns the

iden!7ca!on and linking of en!!es between papers. The Table below gives a brief overview of the use

cases.

ID Use Case Title Domain

AS-A AGRIS 

Automa!c classi7ca!on of publica!ons based on 

speci7c taxonomies. Automa!c term/loca!on 

extrac!on from publica!ons

Agriculture / 

Biodiversity

AS-B Food Safety

Automa!c classi7ca!on of publica!ons based on 

speci7c taxonomies. Automa!c term/loca!on 

extrac!on from publica!ons

Agriculture / 

Biodiversity

AS-C Microbial ecosystem Agriculture / 

Biodiversity
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AS-D Linking Wheat data with literature Agriculture / 

Biodiversity

AS-E Extrac!ng gene regula!on networks involved in seed development Agriculture / 

Biodiversity

LS-A Extract Metabolites and their proper!es and 

modes of ac!ons

Life Sciences

LS-B Neuroscience Life Sciences

SS-A Facilita!on of complex informa!on linking and retrieval from social 

sciences publica!ons

Social Sciences

SC-A Research Analy!cs Use Case Scholarly 

Communica!on

3.2 Use Case Scenario Expansion

3.2.1 AS-A: AGRIS: Automatic extraction of topics, location and figures from

publications.
AGRIS is an online service that provides access to more than 8 million bibliographic records for
Agricultural Sciences and Technology. It covers a large number of topics of the agricultural sector. The
bibliographic records are aggregated from more than 200 data providers from all around the world. 

The specific use case focuses on extracting information about topics and location. It also focuses on
extracting data types such as images and figures from the open access publications available in
AGRIS. It aims at facilitating scientific information discovery for three communities, namely a
community working in viticulture, a community working on agricultural economics and a community
conducting research for water quality. For each community, Agroknow is developing scientific
information discovery applications and the eventual goal is to integrate the TDM services to these
applications. 

The front end applications of the communities that will be involved in this use case are 

1. Viticulture (vitis.agroknow.com): Agroknow is developing a global atlas for viticulture 

that targets all the researchers working in the specific area. 

2. Agricultural economics (www.agreri.gr): Agroknow has developed a discovery online 

service for a group of researchers that are working on agricultural economics. 

3. Global Knowledge Hub for Water Pathogens (www.waterpathogens.org) : Agroknow is
developing the global knowledge hub for a community of researchers working on 

water quality. 
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3.2.2 AS-B: Food Safety: Automatic extraction of location information from

publications
The specific use case focuses on the application of the TDM services in order to extract from
publications information about the location of a foodborne outbreak and food alert (food recall, food
safety notification). It aims at facilitating the discovery of scientific information about the food safety in
front end applications such as the discovery service of the Global Food Safety Partnership
(http://gfsp.agroknow.com/). 

The TDM services will be applied to publications for food safety and the extracted information will be
stored in a specific property of the used metadata schema. A metadata aggregation and processing
workflow for scientific information that is developed by Agroknow will be enhanced by integrating the
TDM services. A specific workflow for the application of TDM services will be defined and deployed. 

3.2.3 AS-C: Microbial biodiversity
The goal of the Microbial Biodiversity Use Case is the discovery and aggregation of relevant content
from the scientific literature (scientific papers and database free-text fields) with a focus on food
microbiology. The extracted information about the relation between microorganisms, habitats and some
properties of the microorganisms (phenotypes, produced molecules) will be normalized using formal
knowledge bases (ontologies, taxonomy). It will be integrated with information from other sources (e.g.

experiments) in existing databases for further use by bioinformatics applications, in particular
metagenomics. 

3.2.4 AS-D: Linking Wheat data with literature
This use case is aimed at a large international community of plant biology researchers working on
bread wheat. Phenotype related information on plant extracted from scientific article full texts will be
integrated and displayed in the URGI (INRA) bioinformatics platform that allows access and analysis of
integrated data about genetics, phenotypes and genome maps. Reference data on genes, taxons and
phenotypes are already provided by URGI and TDM annotation results must be interoperable with
them, based on entity identifier tracking through the TDM workflow. The result of the TDM workflow is a
linking between a reference element (genes, taxon, markers, phenotypes) and a document
accompanied by a short piece of text (snippet) with the entities and relations highlighted that
materializes the extraction. 

3.2.5 AS-E: Information Extraction of mechanisms involved in plant development
The Use Case is named SeeDev in the following. The SeeDev use case is aimed at researchers in
plant breeding, especially those interested in plant reproduction and seed development working in
public research laboratories and seed companies. A better understanding of the role of genes in the
regulation of the biological mechanisms is needed for the design of new improved varieties and for
fundamental research. The model species Arabidopsis thaliana (Ath) will be first targeted since it is the
plant species for which the largest amount of knowledge has been built up. The information extracted
from the literature is complementary to the information available in databases (e.g. experiments,
prediction, genetic maps). The SeeDev application will be integrated into the FLAGdb++ bioinformatics
platform that is widely used by researchers to explore plant genomes (genomes from six plant species
are present in the database) and gene and protein functions. End-users will be encouraged to evaluate
and revise the results of the TDM predictions. 
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3.2.6 LS-A: Extract Metabolites and their properties and modes of actions
This use case is designed to address the needs of curators of metabolism databases both at EMBL-EBI
and more generally around the world. Curation generally involves abstracting well- defined information
tuples (chemical name, chemical class, chemical structure, species, organism part, biological activity,
biological target) about a metabolite from the published literature, including primary literature, reviews,
reference texts, patents... 

While initially targeted at database curators, it is anticipated that the application can be used as a
standalone workflow for individual researchers to extract the same type of data from a smaller and
specialised corpus. For the curation of EMBL-EBI databases, it is likely that the TDM solution can be
used as a standalone workflow for individual researchers to extract the same type of data from a
smaller and specialised corpus. It is expected that implementing the TDM solution into the curation
workflow will result in significant improvements in both the quality of the curated database entries and in
the productivity of curators. 

3.2.7 LS-B: Neuroscience
In context of the Blue Brain Project (BBP) of the :cole Polytechnique F;d;ral de Lausanne (EPFL),
biophysically and morphologically detailed models of the brain are being designed and simulated. In
this process, a large amount of neuroscientific data has to be integrated. These come basically from
two sources, experimental recordings and published literature. This use case is concerned about
managing the second class of data. Such data is contained in scientific journal articles and can be
embedded in texts, figures, tables, and equations. Here, we will concentrate on information contained in
texts. To provide an efficient and systematic way to curate the relevant literature, a set of tools are
being developed in BBP. These allow the project contributors to annotate the literature for relevant facts
and published values for modeling parameters while keeping complete traceability of the provenance of
this information. Such annotations are grouped in corpora, which can then be queried and their
information integrated in a programmatic and systematic way in models, model validation pipelines,
project documentation, and general-purpose neuroscientific data aggregators (e.g., Knowledge-
Space.org). 

One of the limitations of this approach is the large amount of time that is required from well- trained
neuroscientists to parse the literature and manually generate annotations. Thus, the OpenMinTeD
project could be a key partner in the establishment of such a systematic literature curation framework
by providing tools that would help semi-automatize the annotation process. Although complete
automation is not at reach yet considering the current level of development of the text-mining field,
proven tools such as name-entity recognizers (NER) can be harnessed to provide semi-automation of
this process (e.g., highlight important keywords for the annotation process) and eventually provide draft
annotations that can be reviewed, corrected, and completed manually by neuroscientists. Thus, the
development of various NERs, linking recognized entities with existing ontological terms, integrating
these information in the right annotation format, and providing an interface for easily retrieving this
information from third- party clients is at the heart of this use case. 
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3.2.8 SS-A: Facilitation of complex information linking and retrieval from social

sciences publications
The general use case is concerned with automatic detection, disambiguation and linking of (named)
entities in Social Science text corpora to enhance indexing and searching. The use case consists of the
following three scenarios: Named entity recognition and disambiguation (NER), keyword assignment
and variable mention detection and linking .

Having established the high-level links between publications and datasets, a next plausible step would
be to identify the subset of variables that was used for the analysis. In the data repository, variables are
assigned a name and a label, maybe also the wording from the question asked in the survey. But in
publications, the variables on which analyses are based are not referenced by name, but rather using
variations of label and/or question text. For example, variable v65 “R often attend religious services?”
(Q34: “How often do you attend religious services?”) from the ISSP 1991 study is referred to in a paper
within the sentence “Church attendance of respondents was measured with a clear-cut question on the
frequency of attending religious services”. 

Implementing an application that is able to identify references to variables involves a clever use of
existing Text Mining tools and possibly new algorithms that are able to deal with these vague
references. The output of this application may then be used in services for domain users. For example,
having established relationships between topical items in full texts and variables in surveys, a keyword
search can provide a user with results of relevant publications as well as relevant datasets. Also,
variables from studies can be categorized according to the contexts they appear in when referenced in
texts, which would allow another perspective on the browsable datasets. 

3.2.9 SC-A: Research Analytics Use Case
This use case focuses on the development of an innova!ve pla(orm for informa!on (en!ty) extrac!on

from the publica!ons’ plain text and automated and extensible mul!-dimensional analysis of all

scholarly content including textual informa!on, meta-data and extracted en!!es/links. Hence, the

proposed pla(orm provides the tools to explore, model, analyse and visualize research documents,

thereby promo!ng innova!on, policy making and collabora!on among scien!sts, ins!tu!ons, and

organiza!ons. Although ini!ally developed as part of OpenAIRE’s Inference (by mining) workMow to

enrich the OpenAIRE informa!on space, it is ac!vely used as a standalone workMow in several E.U.

funding & research evalua!on tenders providing useful insight and !mely intelligence of systema!c

research in E.U. In addi!on, there is an ongoing collabora!on with ACM to integrate such services in

their Digital Library portal. Finally, adapted versions of these services will be applied to other data

providers or funders.

3.3 Use Case Analysis

In this sec!on, we provide a quan!!ve analysis of the tables from Sec!on 3 of each use case de7ni!on

document in the appendices. We asked users to write down a list of objec!ves for the use cases and

then es!mate the technical diTculty of each objec!ve. Authors were given the op!ons of ‘Easy’,

‘Medium’, ‘Hard’ or ‘Impossible’. In many cases, the authors elected to span two categories with their
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de7ni!ons (e.g. Medium-Hard, Easy-Hard). This reMects the diTcult nature of assigning these feasibility

labels to the objec!ves. The authors may also have found that it was diTcult to es!mate the level of

work required in advance of implementa!on.

As shown above in Figure 2, some use cases produced many more key objec!ves than others. This

reMects the fact that some use cases are more widely de7ned than others. AS-B has the fewest

objec!ves, at only three. Whereas, AS-E has the most objec!ves at 22. The varia!on in the number of

objec!ves could reMect rela!ve complexity, but may also be due to diNerent authors giving informa!on

at diNerent levels of granularity. For example AS-A has an objec!ve which covers corpus design for

three communi!es by retrieving relevant publica!ons. Another author may have chosen to split this up

into several requirements.

Figure 3 shows the percentage of objec!ves for each use case that were deemed to be easy, medium,

hard or impossible. To aggregate these we counted each requirement in the tables of the use case.

Where an author had chosen to split the objec!ve between several categories (e.g. Easy-Medium), we

distributed the count (e.g., easy: 0.5, medium 0.5). 
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In Figure 3, it is clear that most use cases have objec!ves distributed across the 7rst three categories.

AS-B only has Easy and Medium objec!ves, indica!ng it will be simple to complete. AS-C, AS-D and AS-E

all have some objec!ves in the impossible category. It will be very important for the developers to

consider how to overcome the constraints on the use case imposed by these objec!ves. The applica!on

design document (D9.1) will address how the applica!ons that will be delivered on top of the pla(orm

will meet the objec!ves. Where objec!ves are impossible, further discussion will be required between

the technical teams involved with the prepara!on of the applica!on and the user groups who will

require the func!onality in order to 7nd a compromised solu!on. These impossible objec!ves may

represent a disconnect between the expecta!ons of the users and the current possibili!es of TDM

technology. One aim of OpenMinTeD is to educate users about the possibili!es of TDM, and hence we

should build applica!ons which are within the current possibili!es of the 7eld.

Most use cases have stated that the majority of their objec!ves are either easy or medium diTculty to

implement. This bodes well for the delivery of the applica!ons as it indicates that they are made up of

small por!ons of technically feasible work. LS-A and SS-A have the two largest propor!ons of Hard

objec!ves. This may be problema!c for the 7nal delivery of the applica!ons if they are made of several
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very diTcult sub-tasks. Again, this should be addressed in the applica!on design document to ensure

that reasonable por!ons of the applica!on can be produced to the applica!on delivery schedule.
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4. Looking Forward
This deliverable forms part of a series of milestones and deliverables concerning the development of a

set of community driven applica!ons that will run on the OpenMinTeD pla(orm.  In this report, we

have provided a set of use cases from the four thema!c areas of the OpenMinTeD project. The next

step is to design a set of applica!ons based upon these use cases. The applica!ons must take into

account both the requirements of the users, as stated in Sec!on 3 of each use case, as well as the

technical feasibility of each objec!ve.

The applica!on design document is due at the end of November 2016, and work has already

commenced. The authors of this document will explain how the use cases presented herein will be

transformed into applica!ons. There are three dates for applica!on delivery. January 2017, August

2017 and February 2018. The applica!on design document will de7ne what each applica!on will

deliver at the separate delivery dates. We expect that applica!ons will be delivered itera!vely, with a

core set of func!onality being released at the 7rst delivery in January 2017 and then further

func!onality being released at later dates.

The applica!ons should run using the OpenMinTeD pla(orm. This must also be taken into account

during the applica!on design process. The pla(orm is also undergoing a release process and hence the

applica!ons will be delivered on top of the last func!onal version of the pla(orm at the release dates.

To develop these applica!ons, we envisage a strong collabora!on between the community partners

(i.e. those who will use the applica!on), and the technical partners (i.e. those who will provide the text

mining exper!se to deliver the applica!on). Communica!on through shared documents, regular

mee!ngs and co-development is vital to the successful delivery of the applica!ons. 
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5. Appendices
The following appendices give the current status of each use case. These are presented in the order 

shown in Sec!on 3
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1. Use  Case  AS-A  -  AGRIS:  Automatic
extraction of  topics,  location and figures
from publications.

1.1     Use Case Summary
AGRIS is an online service that provides access to more than 8 million bibliographic records for

Agricultural  Sciences and Technology. It  covers a large number  of  topics of  the agricultural

sector. The bibliographic records are aggregated from more than 200 data providers from all

around the world.

The  specific  use  case  focuses  on  extracting  information  about  topics  and  location.  It  also

focuses on extracting data types such as images and figures from the open access publications

available in AGRIS. It aims at facilitating scientific information discovery for three communities,

namely a community working in viticulture, a community working on agricultural economics and

a  community  conducting  research  for  water  quality.  For  each  community,  Agroknow  is

developing scientific information discovery applications and the eventual goal is to integrate the

TDM services to these applications.

The front end applications of the communities that will be involved in this use case are

1. Viticulture (vitis.agroknow.com): Agroknow is developing a global atlas for viticulture

that targets all the researchers working in the specific area.
2. Agricultural economics (www.agreri.gr): Agroknow has developed a discovery online

service for a group of researchers that are working on agricultural economics.
3. Global Knowledge Hub for Water Pathogens (www.waterpathogens.org): Agroknow

is developing the global  knowledge hub for  a  community  of  researchers working on

water quality.

1.2    Technical Feasibility Summary
We distinguish the necessary technical actions into 3 types:

1. corpus generation,

2. entity and metadata extraction,

3. services integration.

The feasibility and technical difficulty depends partially on the type of the action. 
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We consider the generation of the corpus to be used as being a medium level difficulty, since it

depends on domain experts annotating a sufficient amount of resources. From the technical

point of view, the work required has to do with formatting the corpora into the desired schema. 

The technical difficulty of the second type of needed action, varies based on what the developed

TDM  tools  will  have  to  accomplish.  We  consider  the  extraction  of  AGROVOC  terms,

images/figures, and locations as a task of medium difficulty in the worst case, since existing

tools can be used, like the Agrotagger, or Stanford NER. There may be need for extension

development to increase the performance of image and figure extraction, since this task greatly

depends on the source format. The extraction of metadata information for images/figures may

prove  the  most  challenging  task,  since  although  extracting  the  caption  of  the  image  is

considered relatively easy, performing deeper analysis on the extracted text to find connections

with the images and figures present, requires heavy development work.

We believe that integrating the developed TDM tools into end-user applications, will be an easy

task, provided they will be made available through REST services.

1.3     Key Objectives

Objective Technical Difficulty

(Easy / Medium /

Hard / Impossible)

Justification of

Technical Difficulty

Corpus design (PDF files and

XML metadata with annotations

by domain experts) for each

community. Retrieving relevant

publications in suitable format

with the needed metadata

Medium Domain experts need to put

significant effort to do the

annotation that is needed for the

generation of corpora. Technical

work is needed to format and

prepare the corpora.

Extraction of AGROVOC terms

above a given relevance

threshold for publications

related to viticulture and agro-

economics

 Easy/Medium The existing Agrotagger tool may

be used. The difficulty depends on

how easy it will be to integrate this

tool in the platform. 

Extraction of images, figures,

tables from PDF viticulture

publications

Easy/Medium The extraction of images and

figures will be based on existing

libraries, however the source

format of the images affects the

extraction feasibility. Extensions

may need to be developed.
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Metadata Extraction for images,

figures from PDF viticulture

publications

 Medium/Hard Metadata extraction and indexing

using the legend/caption of the

image or figure is a trivial task.

However, in most cases the

legend/caption does not contain

enough information and deeper

analysis of the main publication

body is required. Existing named

entity recognition tools can be

utilised for this task.

Extraction of geographical

locations from publications

(countries, cities,areas,

coordinates) for publications

related to viticulture (i.e.

location of an experiment),

agro-economics and water

pathogens (i.e.origin of the

waterborne outbreak)

 Easy Existing named entity recognition

tools such as Stanford NER can

be used

Extraction of information related

to the funding details of

publications (e.g. grant, project

etc.) related to viticulture, agro-

economics and water

pathogens

 Medium A existing TM service developed

by OpenAIRE could be used

(http://mining.openaire.eu/openaire

plus/analyze). The difficulty

depends on whether this ™

service will be integrated to the

OpenMinTeD platform

Integration of the TDM results

into a larger application

Easy If the TDM services will be

available as REST services, then

their integration in the larger

application will be easy.

1.4     Overview

1.4.2     Is the described TDM solution a standalone service or a part of a 
bigger project?

The described TDM solution can be considered as a single step in a larger workflow process

that deals with the metadata aggregation, enrichment and provision of API services on top of

this information. Ideally any TDM service must be available as an API in order to be easily

integrated within the metadata enrichment process. Additionally the TDM solution can also be
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used during the metadata description of publications, minimizing the time consuming effort of

manually  describing a demanding set  of  fields for  each publication (e.g.  classification entry,

description of the coverage etc)

1.4.3     If the scenario is part of a larger project…

1.4.3.1         What is the purpose of the project?

On the technical side, the overall project deals with the aggregation of metadata harvested by

several  agricultural  publication  repositories,  enhancing  the  metadata  with  information  not

explicitly mentioned in the metadata and finally creating API Services (e.g. search services) on

top of this information to various 3rd party applications.

On the end user side, the purpose of the project is to enhance the user experience during the

search of  publications,  providing facets  (search criteria)  that  are not  explicitly  stated in  the

metadata  of  each  publication.  On  a  second  level  it  reduces  the  time-consuming  effort  of

manually describing the metadata fields of each publication.

1.4.3.2         What role does the described scenario play in the bigger project?

It plays a crucial role since it is directly connected to the metadata enrichment process that is

enhancing the quality  of  the aggregated metadata,  increases the search dimensions of  the

search services  (more search facets available)  and eventually  raises  the experience of  the

users during the search of publications.

 1.4.4     What kinds of information are sought?

The information extracted, deals with the following categories:

a)  Classification  based  on  the AGROVOC thesaurus  that  can  be  considered  as  a  defacto

controlled vocabulary in the agricultural domain.

b) Images/ Figures that are contained in each publication 

c)  Location that deals with the coverage of each publication, e.g the location that a specific

experiment took place or the location that a specific sample was collected. 

d) Details about the funding details of the publication

 1.4.5     How will this information benefit the users?
The extracted information is crucial to the quality of the aggregated metadata since it leverages

the search experience of end users (e.g. researchers) that are looking for publications in their

area  of  interest  by  combining  knowledge  not  explicitly  stated  within  the  metadata  records.

Additionally the end user will be able to have a sneak preview of each publication by looking on

the figures and images that each publication contains, being able to understand whether the

publication fits to his/ her needs or not.
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1.5     Users
The users that will be addressed by this use case are the following:

● Researcher of the three communities that are searching for scientific information

● Data ingestion engineer that is using the TDM services in order to extract the

location,  topics  and  images/figures  from  the  publications  and  store  the  extracted

information in metadata.

1.6     Text Mining

1.6.1     Who will create any new components which are required in the 
workflow?

Agroknow  will  be  responsible  for:  (a)  creating  the  TDM  services  for  the  extraction  of

images/figures,  (b)  creating  the  TDM  services  for  extracting  AGROVOC  terms  and  (c)

integrating  the  TDM  services  in  the  front  end  applications  and  the  metadata  aggregation

workflow.

1.6.2     Who will create any training or development data that might be 
created?

Agroknow will create and provide the corpora and the front end applications that will utilise the

TDM services.

1.6.3     Who will create the workflow itself?

Agroknow has already a metadata aggregation workflow for scientific information. This workflow

will be upgraded by integrating TDM services and components. It should be mentioned that this

is  not  a workflow engine such as ALVIS.  If  a workflow engine will  be used for  some TDM

services then this workflow will run either on ALVIS or on the platform and be consumed through

a REST API by Agroknow's aggregation workflow.

1.6.4     Who will run the final workflow?

The new aggregation workflow that will integrate the TDM services will be run by Agroknow. The

workflow engine will be operated and maintained by its owner (INRA).

1.6.5     Who will have access to the results?

Researchers  and  data  ingestion  engineers.  The  enriched  versions  of  the  metadata  will  be

published under a specific open data license.

1.6.6     Who will create evaluation data?
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Agroknow will create the evaluation data (training corpora) for all the communities. 

1.6.7     Who will undertake the evaluation?

Agroknow will take over the evaluation of the integrated services in collaboration with domain

experts from each community.

1.7     Results

1.7.1     Where will the information be stored?

The results will be stored on the metadata aggregator operated by Agroknow and hosted at

public cloud e.g. GRNET’s ViMa and okeanos.

1.7.2     Will the results be available/presented on the OpenMinTeD 
platform?

The results will  be available at Agroknow’s metadata aggregator and presented through the

community applications. The results, datasets that will be produced after the application of TDM

services, will be published as open data under a specific license and only if the license of the

original data allows that.

1.8     Evaluation

1.8.1     How will you ensure that the users can run the workflow and 
interpret the results?

As mentioned above, the text mining workflow is a single step in a large workflow process of the

metadata aggregator. This means that the software engineers of the metadata aggregator will

have to make changes in the larger workflow process that will incorporate the results of the text

mining process within the larger workflow process.
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2.  Use  Case  AS-B  -  Food  Safety:
Automatic  extraction  of  location
information from publications

2.1     Use Case Summary
The specific use case focuses on the application of the TDM services in order to extract from

publications information about the location of a foodborne outbreak and food alert (food recall,

food safety notification). It aims at facilitating the discovery of scientific information about the

food safety in front end applications such as the discovery service of the Global Food Safety

Partnership (http://gfsp.agroknow.com/). 

The TDM services will be applied to publications for food safety and the extracted information

will be stored in a specific property of the used metadata schema. A metadata aggregation and

processing workflow for scientific information that is developed by Agroknow will be enhanced

by integrating the TDM services. A specific workflow for the application of TDM services will be

defined and deployed.

2.2    Technical Feasibility Summary
The technical feasibility for the Use Case, may present a medium difficulty in the worst case. We

believe the most difficult tasks to be the generation of the corpus to be used as training dataset.

This  task  depends  mostly  on domain  experts  annotating  the resources with  the  necessary

information. From the technical point of view the conversion to the desired format is required.

Another task needed is the extraction of geographic information. We consider this to be a rather

easy task, since existing entity recognition tools, like the Stanford NER, can be used.

We believe that integrating the developed TDM tools into end-user applications, will be an easy

task, provided they will be made available through REST services.

2.3     Key Objectives

Objective Technical Difficulty

(Easy / Medium /

Hard / Impossible)

Justification of

Technical Difficulty

Corpus design (PDF files and Medium Domain experts need to put
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XML metadata with annotations

by domain experts) for each

community. Retrieving relevant

publications in suitable format

with the needed metadata

significant effort to do the

annotation that is needed for the

generation of corpora. Technical

work is needed to format and

prepare the corpora.

Extraction of geographical

locations from publications (i.e

the origin of a foodborne

disease and of food alert)

 Easy Existing named entity recognition

tools such as Stanford NER can

be used 

Integration of the TDM results

into a larger application

Easy If the TDM services will be

available as REST services, then

their integration in the larger

application for food safety

information discovery will be easy.

2.4     Overview

2.4.1     Towards which community is the scenario aimed?

The scenario is aimed at the community of researchers working on Food Safety issues who

wish to find publications with food safety research outcomes, food safety policies, models on

risk assessment on food safety, food alerts etc. The focus will be on extracting information about

the location of a foodborne outbreak (e.g. origin, affected area) and of a food alert (food safety

notification, recall).

Example of how such automatic extraction could work for a specific snippet of text

Sample text from publication or an alert: dimethoate (0.18 mg/kg - ppm) and unauthorised 

substance profenofos (0.08 mg/kg - ppm) in eggplants (Solanum aethiopicum) from Uganda

Structured form after the application of the TDM

Free text in an alert or publication Country of Origin

dimethoate (0.18 mg/kg - ppm) and unauthorised substance profenofos (0.08 

mg/kg - ppm) in eggplants (Solanum aethiopicum) from Uganda

Uganda

2.4.2     Is the described TDM solution a standalone service or a part of a 
bigger project?
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The described TDM solution can be considered as a single step in a larger workflow process

that deals with the metadata aggregation, enrichment and provision of API services on top of

this information. Ideally any TDM service must be available as an API in order to be easily

integrated  within  the  metadata  enrichment  process.  The  location  information  that  will  be

extracted from the publications will be added to a specific property of metadata to facilitate the

discovery  of  the  information.  Such  TDM  solution  can  also  be  used  during  the  metadata

description  of  publications,  minimizing  the  time  consuming  effort  of  manually  describing  a

demanding set of fields for each publication (e.g. classification entry, description of the coverage

etc.)

2.4.3     If the scenario is part of a larger project…

2.4.3.1         What is the purpose of the project?

On the technical side, the overall project deals with the aggregation of metadata harvested by

several agriculture and food publication repositories, enhancing the metadata with information

not explicitly mentioned in the metadata and finally creating API Services (e.g. search services)

on top of this information to various 3r d  party applications or could be used to enhance food

safety information discovery applications like the http://gfsp.agroknow.com/.

On the end user side, the purpose of the project is to enhance the user experience during the

search of  publications,  providing facets (search criteria)  that  are  not  explicitly  stated in  the

metadata  of  each  publication.  On  a  second  level  it  reduces  the  time-consuming  effort  of

manually describing the metadata fields of each publication

2.4.3.2         What role does the described scenario play in the bigger project?

It plays a crucial role since it is directly connected to the metadata enrichment process that is

enhancing the quality  of  the aggregated metadata,  increases the search dimensions of  the

search services (more search facets available)  and eventually  raises the experience of  the

users during the search of publications. Extracting information about the origin of a foodborne

outbreak can facilitate the estimation of metrics for the impact of food safety issues.

2.4.4     What kinds of information are sought?

The information extracted, deals with the location of the foodborne outbreak and food alert. This

can include origin, affected and distribution areas.

2.4.5     How will this information benefit the users?

The extracted information is crucial to the quality of the aggregated metadata since it leverages

the search experience of end users (e.g. researchers) that are looking for publications in their

area of interest by combining knowledge not explicitly stated within the metadata records. 
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2.4.6     How will this information benefit the users' community?

The  food  safety  researchers  as  a  whole  will  save  valuable  time  in  terms  of  searching

publications and going through them in order to retrieve valuable information that is located

within the publications, and they will have direct access to important information such as the

location of foodborne outbreak and food alert.

2.5     Users
The users that will be addressed by this use case are the following:

● Researcher as an end user of the content discovery front end

● Data  ingestion  Engineer  as  a  user  of  the  TDM  APIs  for  extracting  location

information from publications.

2.6     Text Mining

2.6.1     Who will create any new components which are required in the 
workflow?

Agroknow will be responsible for integrating the TDM services extracting geographic information

in the front end application.

2.6.2     Who will create any training or development data that might be 
created?

Agroknow will create and provide the corpora and the front end applications that will utilise the

TDM services.

2.6.3     Who will create the workflow itself?

Agroknow has already a metadata aggregation workflow for scientific information. This workflow

will be upgraded by integrating TDM services and components. It should be mentioned that this

is  not  a workflow engine such as ALVIS. If  a  workflow engine will  be used for  some TDM

services then this workflow will run either on ALVIS or on the platform and be consumed through

a REST API by Agroknow's aggregation workflow.

2.6.4     Who will run the final workflow?

The new aggregation workflow that will integrate the TDM services will be run by Agroknow. The

workflow engine will be operated and maintained by its owner (INRA).

2.6.5     Who will have access to the results?
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Researchers  and  data  ingestion  engineers.  The  enriched  versions  of  the  metadata  will  be

published under a specific open data license.

2.6.6     Who will create evaluation data?

Agroknow will create the evaluation data (training corpora) for the community. 

2.6.7     Who will undertake the evaluation?

Agroknow will take over the evaluation of the integrated services in collaboration with domain

experts from the community.

2.7     Results

2.7.1     Where will the information be stored?

The results will be stored on the metadata aggregator side operated by Agroknow and hosted at

public cloud e.g. GRNET’s ViMa and okeanos.

2.7.2     Will the results be available/presented on the OpenMinTeD 
platform?

The results will be available at Agroknow’s metadata aggregator and presented through the end

applications such as http://gfsp.agroknow.com/. Corpora can be published as open data under a

specific license.

2.8     Evaluation

2.8.1     How will you ensure that the users can run the workflow and 
interpret the results?

As mentioned above, the text mining workflow is a single step in a large workflow process of the

metadata aggregator. This means that the data ingestion engineers of the metadata aggregator

will have to make changes in the larger workflow process that will incorporate the results of the

text mining process within the larger workflow process.
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3.  Use Case AS-C - Microbial biodiversity
 3.1     Use Case Summary
The goal of the Microbial Biodiversity Use Case is the discovery and aggregation of relevant

content from the scientific literature (scientific papers and database free-text fields) with a focus

on food microbiology. The extracted information about the relation between microorganisms,

habitats and some properties of the microorganisms (phenotypes, produced molecules) will be

normalized using formal  knowledge bases (ontologies,  taxonomy).  It  will  be  integrated with

information  from other  sources  (e.g. experiments)  in  existing  databases  for  further  use  by

bioinformatics applications, in particular metagenomics.

  3.2    Technical Feasibility Summary
Most of the TDM tools that are needed to implement the use-case are already available and can

be re-used. They are either components of the Alvis Suite or developed by the participants to

the Bacteria Biotope Task of the BioNLP Shared Task (2011, 2013 and 2016). Some needed

structured  vocabularies  are  available  (e.g. the NCBI  taxonomy, ChEBI,  the  OntoBiotope

ontology) and can be used to normalize the information. Others may have to be developed or

adapted from existing sources (e.g.  microorganism use in food). Thus, we expect that a TDM

pipeline meeting the minimal requirements of the use-case will be rather easy to set up.

Potential technical difficulties are,

- access to scientific articles may be technically or legally restricted

-  the  quality  of  the  text  after  conversion from HTLM and PDF formats  to text  may be not

sufficient with respect to TDM requirements

- existing TDM tools may not achieve the performances on the targeted application domains that

are requested by the community and may need to be adapted

- existing ontologies and vocabularies may need to be enriched

- domain experts may not be available for long time manual annotation and curation. Small

training sets and efficient machine learning tools should be used.

Beyond components, the key challenges will be their integration into a common infrastructure,

and the technical requirements related to the dynamic use of the workflow, or subparts of it, e.g.

update of the corpus, update of the knowledge and data, curation by end-users, replacement of

components.

3.3     Key Objectives
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Objective Technical Difficulty

(Easy / Medium /

Hard / Impossible)

Justification of

Technical Difficulty

Build corpora of fulltexts 
relevant to the targeted topics 
(microbial habitats in general, 
fermented food products, 
cheese production in particular)

Medium The relevant corpus includes more
than 1,1 million papers  in  8,670 
different journals. We have 
identified it using PubMed, a public
bibliographic database. 
- The fulltext of most of these 

scientific articles has restricted 

access (legal and technical). 5% of

the papers have a known TDM 

clause.

- Conversion from HTML and/or 

PDF formats to text format is not 

straightforward and the quality 

should be high enough for 

linguistic processing.

Create manually annotated 
datasets for training the 
algorithms for entity recognition
and normalization (e.g. 
microorganisms, habitats, 
phenotypes)

 Medium The corpus developed for the 

BioNLP-ST BB task can be reused

for some entities (bacteria, 

habitats, locations). LS-A corpora 

may be reused for molecule 

recognition and normalization. 

Other training corpora should be 

developed for the other entities 

(use, phenotype). 

- Use of existing annotation editor 

(entity and relation, annotation with

ontology concepts, double blind 

annotation, adjudication).

Manual annotation is time-

consuming and requires experts. 

The allocation of dedicated 

annotation tasks to the relevant 

experts, double-blind annotation 

and strict and detailed guidelines 

will contribute to produce 

consistent annotations. The size of

the training set required by ML 

algorithm can then be smaller.
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- Standardized 

vocabularies/ontologies are 

needed to normalize entities 

(some already exists: Habitat, 

Bacteria, Phenotypes, molecules; 

other should be developed: Use)

Easy update of corpus with new
papers that meet the corpus 
criteria (e.g. keywords, 
journals)

Easy - Hard Easy if bibliographic normalized 

metadata can be used and if the 

document access issue has been 

solved.

Easy update of the knowledge 
bases used by text mining tools
to normalize the entities (e.g. 
species nomenclature, habitat 
ontology...)

Impossible 

automatically.

Easy if done 

manually.

If the input data has been revised 

separately by the application and 

by the external provider (fork), the 

two versions of the knowledge 

base should be aligned, which is a 

tricky task. 

Identify named entities in text, 
using existing dictionaries or 
nomenclatures (e.g taxon with 
their NCBI id number)

Easy-Medium Using existing named entity 

recognition tools (e.g. Species 

tool). The difficulty depends on the

regularity of the naming in texts, 

the completeness of the 

nomenclatures and whether 

existing ML-based tools can easily 

be adapted to the task. 

Identify names of molecules 
produced by microorganisms in
food

Easy-Medium We plan to reuse the workflow 

developed in the metabolite LS-A 

Use Case. The technical difficulty 

depends on the way the 

OpenMinTeD platform facilitates 

the reuse of workflows or subparts 

of workflows.

Develop algorithms to detect 
entities of given types in text 
with the help of ontologies (e.g. 
OntoBiotope for habitats)

Medium  - Existing tools (e.g. ToMap) may 

need to be adapted to new entities

(Use, phenotype)

- Some entities (e.g. Habitats, 

Use) exhibit more lexical and 
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syntactic variation than others and 

will be more difficult to handle

Annotate discontinuous entities Difficult Few  and  ad’hoc solutions.

Dedicated  tools  should  be

developed  depending  on  the

cause  of  the  discontinuity  (e.g.

coordination,  error  of  format

conversion from pdf to text)

Normalize the annotated 
entities using a given list (e.g 
taxon with their NCBI ID 
number, molecule with InChi 
number)

Medium The difficulty depends on whether 

the name is ambiguous (e.g. “ST1”

can refer to different strains) or 

unknown and on the number of 

sources used for normalization 

(any or many : union, risk of 

overlap ...)

Categorize the annotated 
entities with ontologies (e.g 
annotation of habitats with 
Ontobiotope ontology)

 The difficulty depends on whether 

the name is ambiguous (e.g. 

“canal” can refer to different 

habitats, “dental canal” or “water 

canal”).

Edit and enrich the existing 
ontologies that are used for 
entity prediction and 
categorization in order to better 
fit the annotation needs

 Easy-Medium Ontology extension or revision 

could be done either through 

manual annotation of the training 

corpus (using AlvisAE), by term 

extraction and structuring (ex. 

Using TyDI), or using an ontology 

editor (e.g. Obo-Edit). In any case,

it requires domain experts and 

knowledge engineers. 

Ontology versioning is critical. 

Moreover, manual and automatic 

annotations made with previous 

versions of the ontologies should 

be updated. Dedicated tools for 

detecting potential discrepancies 

and for suggesting revisions of the 

manual annotations should be 

used here. 
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Extract binary intra-sentence 
semantic relations between 
entities from text. Relations are 
lives in relations between 
microbes and habitats, 
produces relations between 
microbes and molecules, etc.

 Medium Syntactic parsing and machine 

learning applied to the training 

corpus may be used. Existing tools

developed in BioNLP-ST BB task 

may need to be adapted to the 

extraction of new relation types.

Extract binary inter-sentence
relations between entities from 
text. Relevant entities may be 
expressed far from each other 
in the text.

Medium-Hard State-of-the-art methods have 

difficulties extracting inter-

sentence relations. It may require 

anaphora, coreference resolution 

to link entity mentions to pronouns 

or other references. May require 

training data annotation. It 

depends on whether existing 

anaphora resolution tools can be 

easily adapted.

Extract intra-sentence n-ary 
events among entities. The 
extraction of all the arguments 
of the events may be 
mandatory. If one is missing the
relation may be incorrect from a
user point of view.

Hard State-of-the-art methods have 

difficulties extracting events that 

involve more than two entities. It 

may be needed to develop 

dedicated tools for merging binary 

intra-sentence relations into 

correct events.

Extract inter-sentence n-ary 
events among entities. The 
extraction of all the arguments 
of the events may be 
mandatory. If one is missing the
relation may be incorrect from a
user point of view.

Hard This objective combines the 

difficulty of multi-argument 

extraction with inter-sentence 

extraction.

Integration of TDM results with 
other data (e.g. metagenomic 
data) into the target 
applications (Florilège 
database, Food microbiome 
database, JGI-GOLD database)

Easy - Medium The difficulty depends on the 

quality of the normalization, i.e 

correct normalization and 

maintenance of the same 

reference knowledge base for the 

different sources (DB, text-mining),

including taking into account 

potential local revisions (keeping 
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track and propagate).

Provide a confidence measure 
for each annotation element 
(entities, relation or event)

Medium Combination of the quality of the 

source (expert knowledge) and the

quality of the TDM prediction. 

Requires the development of a 

dedicated tool.

Curation by end-users of the 
information predicted by text-
mining tools 

Medium Tools are needed  to visualize and 

revise TDM results.

Curation is time-consuming and 

requires experts.

It require communication between 

the application level and the TDM 

platform.

Reuse of the curated 
information by text-mining tools 
(iterative process)

Easy - Medium Easy if the annotation sets that 

have been manually and 

automatically produced are 

correctly managed. 

 hierarchy of data quality (e.g. 

predicted data < curated data < 

manual annotation ) is needed. 

Solutions to  store, reuse and 

manage  the revised annotations 

to be preserved are necessary.

Evaluation of text-mining tools 
by comparing results with 
manually annotated reference 
corpora (by a user with text-
mining skills)

Easy- Medium Could be done using the metrics 

and evaluation tools developed in 

Shared Tasks. Require relevant 

reference corpus.

Evolution of the TDM workflow 
by users who have computer 
science, database, application 
development skills but not TDM
skills (i.e. by microbiobial 
diversity application 
developers=IFB, JGI). e.g. 
application of the TDM workflow
to an other corpus, use of 
alternative components, 
adaptation to external resource 

Medium Depends on the OMT user 

interface and workflow, 

components and resource 

representation: how intuitive they 

will be for computer scientists who 

are not TDM specialists
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format change 

3.4     Overview

3.4.1     Towards which community is the scenario aimed?

This  scenario  aims  to  facilitate  the  discovery  and  aggregation  of  relevant  content  on

microbiology biodiversity with a focus on food microbiology. Among microorganism ecosystems,

food is targeted as a specific ecosystem to develop a scenario that involves interaction with the

microbiologist community. The reasons for this choice are (1) socio economics,  e.g.   the key

global challenge on food quality and safety, (2) the existence of a community with the potential

involvement of a large existing network of stakeholders from research laboratories, companies

and infrastructures (biodiversity databases and information technology tools) in which INRA is

strongly involved, (3) the abundance of information sources,  e.g.  the richness of the literature,

ontologies and public databases on this subject, (4) the feasibility of the information extraction

process as demonstrated by the Bacteria Biotope Shared Task  in BioNLPST'11, 13 and 16, (5)

existing  public  infrastructures  (e.g.  IFB,  GBIF, EBI,  JGI)  that  can develop and run relevant

aggregated  applications  that  integrate  text  mining  processes  and  results,  to  serve  a  large

diversity of needs.

This scenario is targeted towards four types of users: text miners, data/application providers,

researchers in  food microbiology  and food industrial  companies  grouped into networks and

institutes. 

●  Researchers  and  food  industrial  companies  and  networks  are  especially  interested  in

microorganisms and their life environment. In the specific case of food biodiversity, they study

the adaptation of the microorganisms to their environment through their phenotypes and their

genetic  specificities.  They are final  consumers of  the results.  High quality  and fine grained

information is  needed.  Thus subgroups of  domain  experts  from INRA are volunteers  to  be

strongly involved in the text mining application development (ontology building, annotation of

training examples) and then in the validation/curation process of the results.

● Data/application providers are interested in aggregating and analyzing data from different

sources  including  text mining  in  order  to  provide  a  new  service  offering.  The  text mining

application will be integrated in bioinformatics infrastructures, that are used by companies and

researchers.

● Text miners are interested in the evaluation of text mining tools and of combinations of tools

that  are  relevant  to  their  needs,  in  particular,  (1)  relation  extraction  (impact  of  the  use  of

syntactic and semantic information),  (2) term detection and mapping to an ontology and (3)

ontology enrichment and revision. As shown by previous work, the biodiversity IE task involves

a complex combination of text mining tools, the interaction of which is not fully known.
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The  detail  of  user  typology  and  use  case  participants  can  be  found  in  section  6.4.2,

Stakeholders, of the 4.2 deliverable Community Requirements Analysis Report.

3.4.2     Is the described TDM solution a standalone service or a part of a 
bigger project?

The TDM solution will be first designed as a part of a bigger focused bioinformatics project on

food biodiversity developed by the bioinformatics infrastructure IFB Migale. 

The bioinformatics infrastructures will use the initial focused project to identify how this TDM

solution  could  be  generalized  and  reused  as  a  standalone  service  in  other  bioinformatics

projects. It  will  serve as a use case to learn lessons on how TDM solutions could be more

largely  and routinely used in the bioinformatics solutions developed by the infrastructure,  in

particular metagenomics projects.

3.4.3     If the scenario is part of a larger project…

3.4.3.1         What is the purpose of the project?

The end user objective is to :

●  Study  and  characterize  the  microbial  biodiversity,  and  more  specifically  the  microbial

biodiversity of food ecosystems (foods and their microflora: dairy or meat products, fish, wine,

etc .).

●  Compare  the  ecosystems  to  other  ecosystems in  order  to  qualify  microorganism origin

(related to the Food Microbiome project)

● Study and characterize the phenotypes of food microorganism for food quality improvement,

e.g.  flavour and taste, nutriments, biopreservation, optimization of food engineering process

(related to the Florilege database).

● Study and characterize the genetic diversity of microbial ecosystems for genetic studies (e.g.

genotype to phenotype, phylogenetics) (related to IFBF, Microbiome project and JGI)

3.4.3.2         What role does the described scenario play in the bigger project?

The TDM module is built in an existing bioinformatics platform (IFB and JGI).

It is aimed at enriching these bioinformatics applications with additional data on the specific

matter of relation between microorganisms, habitats and properties, extracted from scientific

documents and database free-text fields.

The search and the display of the data are integrated in the current tool functionalities. The TDM

module is a key feature of these projects.

The TDM scenario is organized in three parts.
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● Knowledge  Acquisition  (KA)   for  the  adaptation  of  the  TDM  solution  to  the

objectives: The KA part of the TDM solution will be used for the creation, extension and

adaptation of the needed ontologies and semi-automatic annotation of training examples

using  TDM  collaborative  knowledge  acquisition  tools  and  involving  experts  and

knowledge engineers. The bioinformatics application will share the ontologies with the

TDM solution in order to index data and text  mining results with the same reference

(example: taxonomy of species). Some of the resources will be directly provided by the

application to the TDM solutions (ex. nomenclatures of species).

● Design  of the TDM solution and integration into the application.

● During the application life, subparts of the TDM solution will have to be run in

order to take into account different kinds of changes. (1) Users will provide feedback on

the text mining results and on their  integration with other  data.  (2)  Experts  will  also

extend and revise the ontology. (3) The external resources that have been adapted to

the needs will  be updated by the external  providers (ex.  NCBI taxonomy of  species

where  vernacular  names  and  translations  are  added  by  the TDM solution).  (4)  The

scientific paper corpus will be updated with new papers, possibly new journals. Subparts

of the TDM solution will then be run according to the needs and the (meta) data will be

updated accordingly (ontologies,  user and TDM annotations sets).  Dedicated HCI for

managing changes and potential inconsistencies are needed here.

3.4.4     What kinds of information are sought?

Knowledge on microbial diversity and microbial habitats described in scientific literature is the

target.  Three  types  of  entities  are  considered:  microorganisms normalized  with  a  standard

taxonomy, habitats (also normalized,  e.g. with the OntoBiotope ontology), and in the specific

use-case of food biodiversity, one of the need is the phenotype of microorganisms (for example,

the ability to produce or degrade a particular molecule), another is the use of the microorganism

for industrial purpose (e.g. nutriment production, biopreservation, fermentation).

The existing data that will be linked to the TDM results are:

● The  description  of  sequences  of  organisms  from  genetic,  genomic  and

metagenomic projects in databases (JGI, SRA, GenBank)

●  The  description  of  biological  resources  in  databases  of  infrastructures  (e.g.

GBIF) and Biological Resource Centers (e.g.  DSMZ, CRB)

3.4.5     How will this information benefit the users?

Researchers and industrials involved in the use case need a formal and unified representation

of microorganisms and their habitats from various sources, literature and databases. Information

extracted  from  scientific  articles  would  be  an  added  value  to  the  existing  bioinformatics

applications.
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One of the main focus of the project is the comparison and the completion of the knowledge

described in databases with the literature and other databases on this subject. More precisely,

the  development  of  new  sequencing  techniques  has  had  a  major  impact  on  the  field  of

metagenomics. Metagenomics studies microorganism sequences in their environments, thus

avoiding strain cultivation. The number of metagenomics studies has grown exponentially in the

last  few  years.  This  has  resulted  in  a  considerable  increase  in  the  diversity  of  the

microorganisms  that  can  be  studied.  This  calls  for  information  extraction  tools  that  can

automatically analyze biotope descriptions of the microorganisms so that these biotopes and

genes  from different  metagenomics  experiments  can  be  compared  on  a  large  scale.  More

generally  bioinformatics  projects  produce  huge  amount  of  information  about  the  genetic

sequences and the species that have been experimentally identified in a given environment.

This information must be compared to the information published in the literature to be confirmed

and complemented.

Key points  are (1)  the quantity  of  facts from literature that  confirm the observation,  (2)  the

likelihood: has the species already been observed in similar but  different places? The TDM

result will contribute to cure the database information, normalize it for comparison purposes and

extend it.

Examples of applications are the understanding of a microbial contamination along the care

process or food production process. In the specific case of processing new food, the integration

of data extracted from the literature with existing genomic databases allows a quick search of

which microorganism synthesizes a nutritional molecule of interest.

3.4.6     How will this information benefit the users' community?

First, it would allow researchers to save time in researching links between microorganisms and

their living places. Integration of the TDM results into existing metagenomic databases enables

a quick access to structured, standardized and comparable information. It will contribute to a

better  understanding of  the  molecular  mechanisms and genetic  specificities  involved in  the

adaptation of microorganisms to their environments.  It is needed in order to correlate genetic

specificity  to  environmental  properties  and  to  explain  the  adaptation  of  organisms  to  their

habitats and their evolution. It is also needed to better understand ecosystem interactions and

dynamics.  The application  domains  of  this  fundamental  research are  broad,  from health of

humans, plants and animals, to food processes including plant growth enhancement.

For example, industrial researchers constantly looking for new food products, to meet specific

diets and special dietary needs: for example, the creation of a lactose  free dairy product. A

database referencing  knowledge  on microbial  phenotypes would  make  it  possible  to  easily

detect a species that is capable of degrading the lactose, which could be used in designing a

new milk product.
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Thirdly, from the point of view of traceability, knowledge of the living places of microorganisms

would prevent  contamination,  either in  the medical  environment  or  in the food industry. For

example, knowledge of the presence of a bacterium in a certain type of environment (e.g.  in

salt of sea water) could explain that it can be found in the end product (e.g. sauerkraut). This

tool could be used by the food risk analysis community, enabling cross-checking in an easy

manner for safety agencies (e.g.  ANSES, EFSA).

3.5     Users
●  End-users

○ Research laboratories  e.g.  OntoBiotope network  from the meta--

omics and ecosystems program at INRA

○ Food safety agencies e.g.  Anses,  EFSA

○ Agrofood companies  e.g.  Bongrain, Lactalis: including ingredient

suppliers, food processing, food distribution

○ Agroindustrial technology institutes and networks (CNIEL,  ADRIA

Development)

● The application developers and providers and data aggregators will be part of the

bioinformatics infrastructures that offer services to end-users

○ Mainly IFB Migale, but also JGI

○ Potentially  Biology  resource  centers:  e.g.  CIRM,  DSMZ

catalogues

○ Potentially Global Information Facility  e.g.  GBIF

● Curators of  the  text-mining results  and resources (ontologies,  nomenclatures,

lexicon). In the Microbial Biodiversity scenario, there are mainly the researchers of the

OntoBiotope network from the meta omics and ecosystems program and the participants

of  the  Food  Microbiome  and  Florilege  projects  at  INRA.  The  curator  is  a  domain

specialist who adapts the resources to the task:  e.g.  enriching existing resources with

terms,  selecting relevant  subparts,  modifying the structure  of  the resource so that  it

better  fits  the  task  needs.  S/he  annotates  corpora  with  relevant  examples  used  as

training examples by the text-mining tools. S/he validates and revises the text-mining

prediction  providing  feedback  to  the  text-mining  tools.  The  curator  uses  text-mining

assisted tools (possibly collaborative), such as Terminology Design Interface, Annotation

Editors, Ontology editors.

● Knowledge Manager (KM) is a knowledge engineer who coordinates the work of

the curators and teach them how to use the tools. In the Microbial Biodiversity scenario,
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the KM belongs to the Application developer and provider teams, e.g. IFB. S/he needs

dedicated tools for resource and curator work management (e.g.  example annotation

campaign, ontology versioning). S/he is responsible for the update of the corpora and

resources. S/he may be warned about the external resource evolution by the application

manager (e.g. species nomenclature).

3.6     Text Mining

3.6.1     Who will create any new components which are required in the 
workflow?

The components that are related to biotope entity and relation recognition will be developed by

MaIAGE  text  miners.  The  development  of  components  that  are  also  needed  in  other

OpenMinTeD Use Cases should be shared, e.g. corpus design and molecule name recognition.

3.6.2     Who will create any training or development data that might be 
created?

● Existing data from BioNLP ST Bacteria Biotope tasks (2011, 2013 and 2016) will

be reused. They concern the lives_in relation between microorganisms and habitats.

● Existing  corpora  for  molecule  name  recognition  will  be  reused  as  much  as

possible (e.g. BioCreative).

● New  training  datasets  will  be  needed  about  microorganism  phenotypes  and

industrial uses. Their annotation by biological experts (Florilege  community) is ongoing.

● Curation of the TDM results by microbiologist end-users will provide a continuous

stream of training data.

● The ontologies (phenotype, use) will be developed by INRA in collaboration with

microbiologists. The existing ontology on habitats will be extended in collaboration with

JGI (ongoing).

3.6.3     Who will create the workflow itself?

● A first version of the workflow will be created using existing environments, e.g.

Alvis  Suite,  for  the  IFB Migale  infrastructure  in  the  food  domain  by  the  knowledge

managers of the OpenMinTeD team with the text-mining team support. 

● When the OpenMinTeD platform will be operational, we plan the development of

a general  version of  the workflow  for  all  microbiology  domains with the application

providers from  IFB, JGI and GBIF.

● We  expect  the  workflows  to  be  thereafter  adapted  by  Industrial  companies

(Lactalis, Bongrain...) themselves with the support of their industrial networks
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3.6.4     Who will run the final workflow?

The different workflows will be run by the application providers, i.e.

● Infrastructure providers (IFB, JGI) 

● Industrial companies (Lactalis, Bongrain...)

3.6.5     Who will have access to the results?

The  Application providers (IFB, JGI) and text miners will have access to the text mining result

(intermediate result).

The end-users as listed above will have access to the  final results (result of the application),

which will be public.

3.6.6     Who will create evaluation data?

● Existing data from BioNLPST (2011, 2013 and 2016)

● Annotation from biological experts (Florilege community)

3.6.7     Who will undertake the evaluation?

● Text mining evaluation by the text miners (INRA MaIAGE-DIST)

● Evaluation of the result relevance of the application by the end-users, including

through curation. 

3.7     Results

3.7.1     Where will the information be stored?

The text-mining application will be integrated in bioinformatics infrastructures (IFB, JGI), that are

used by companies and researchers. Depending on the various criteria (performance, privacy,

sustainability), the Information extracted from the TDM will be stored by OpenMinTeD platform

(GRNet) or directly by the infrastructures that run the applications.

3.7.2     Will the results be available/presented on the OpenMinTeD 
platform?

The annotation results can be presented on the OpenMinTeD platform as long as they do not

include the original  data  in  its  extensive  form when it  is  under  restricted access (scientific

articles in particular) and they are neither confidential nor economically strategic. In the case

where the workflows will be run by the companies for their own needs, the annotation results will

not be publically available.
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3.8     Evaluation

3.8.1     How will you ensure that the users can run the workflow and 
interpret the results?

The end-users do not directly run the workflow, which is integrated into an application. The

results will be directly interpretable by the end-users through dedicated interface. They will also

use the confidence measures to qualify the quality of the results.

A preconfigured workflow will be provided to the application developers who should be able to

run it  without  specific  skills.  Documentation,  training and assistance will  be provided to the

application provider by the text mining experts and knowledge managers to adapt and extend

the workflow. The schema for result data will be provided as well as rich logs indicating which

component is responsible for each annotation. Users will also be able to access and visualize

the resources used by the text-mining workflow, which will help us better understand results. 
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4. Use Case AS-D - Linking Wheat data 
with literature

4.1     Use Case Summary
This use case is aimed at a large international community of plant biology researchers working

on bread wheat. Phenotype related information on plant extracted from scientific article full texts

will be integrated and displayed in the URGI (INRA) bioinformatics platform that allows access

and analysis of integrated data about genetics, phenotypes and genome maps. Reference data

on genes, taxons and phenotypes are already provided by URGI and TDM annotation results

must be interoperable with them, based on entity identifier tracking through the TDM workflow.

The  result  of  the  TDM  workflow  is  a  linking  between  a  reference  element  (genes,  taxon,

markers, phenotypes) and a document accompanied by a short piece of text (snippet) with the

entities and relations highlighted that materializes the extraction. 

4.2    Technical Feasibility Summary
Most of the TDM tools that are needed to implement the Wheat use case are already available

and  can  be  re-used.  These  tools  are  either  components  of  the  Alvis  Suite  or  have  been

developed by the BioNLP community. 

The  Wheat  Use  Case  will  require  a  structured  vocabulay  on  wheat  phenotypes.  Existing

ontologies (WheatPhenotype, Plant Ontology) will be reused and adapted to the needs. Wheat

Use  Case  will  also  use  nomenclatures  of  genes  and  proteins  for  entity  recognition  and

normalization that are maintained by the wheat community. An existing corpus developed by

Inra and seed companies within the FSOV SAM blé project will be reused and curated [Nédellec

et al. MTSR 2014] for training NER methods.

Thus, we expect that a TDM pipeline meeting the minimal requirements of the use-case will be

rather easy to set up.

Potential technical difficulties are similar to the other Use Cases, that are:

• the access to scientific articles may be technically or legally restricted

• the quality of the text after conversion from HTLM and PDF formats to text may be not

sufficient

• existing  TDM  tools  may  not  achieve  the  performances  on  the  targeted  application

domains that are requested by the community and may need to be improved

• Small training sets should then be used, which may impact the ML technology.
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Beyond  individual  components,  the  key  challenges  will  be  their  integration  into  a  common

infrastructure, and the dynamic use of the workflow (or part of it), e.g. update of the corpus,

knowledge and data and replacement of components by up to date components with respect to

the state of the art progress.

4.3     Key Objectives

Objective Technical Difficulty

(Easy / Medium /

Hard / Impossible)

Justification of

Technical Difficulty

Access to full text from either a 

list of DOIs or ISSNs or a query

with a limited list of relevant 

journals

Hard The information about wheat bread

phenotypes is spread among a

large list of 180 journals (result of

WoS query on genetic markers

and wheat)  for which there is no

centralized database. The actual

access is dependent on

subscriptions and editor

permissions, and technical

feasibility. 

Easy update of corpus (e.g. 

addition of new papers, 

removal of obsolete papers)

Easy - Hard Easy if using standard 

bibliographic metadata  (if the 

access problem above has been 

efficiently solved) 

Easy update of annotation data 

(addition + revision)

Depends if the 

update is automatic 

and reproducible 

automatically  

(TDM) or if it is or 

manual (curation by 

user?),

Automatically annotate full-text 

scientific articles

Medium Full-text annotation requires the 
paper format to be text. As pdf to 
text conversion does not achieve a
quality sufficient for linguistic 
analysis, we prefer html 
conversion (with tags, e.g. <em> 
or <i> ) into text format. The quality
of the result depends on the 
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quality of the html format. A 
“converter” has to be developed 
for each journal html style. It may 
be time consuming. Converters 
could be shared within OMTD 
platform.

Manually annotate full-text 

scientific articles or subsections

for training text-mining methods

 Easy Require the involvement of experts

using an annotation editor. Existing

annotation tools will be used. A 

critical feature is the annotation of 

the wheat phenotypes with 

ontology concepts (as achieved by

AlvisAE). 

Identify and categorize gene, 

markers, and taxon names in 

the text, i.e. named entities, 

(from a given list, e.g. gene 

nomenclature) in text,  including

identifying variations.

 Identification will be done using 

named entity recognition tools. 

The quality of the normalization 

depends on the ambiguity of the 

names (e.g. same gene name for 

different species) on the regularity 

of the naming, the completeness 

of the nomenclatures and whether 

existing tools can easily be 

adapted to the task. 

Identify and categorize  

phenotypic traits in text 

expressed by terms (compound

nouns) using  a Knowledge 

Organization System (e.g. 

ontology) 

 Hard  The  number  of  phenotypic

concepts  is  high  and  the

vocabulary in the text is large.

It  will  achieved  by  using  named

entity categorization tools such as

term  extraction  by  BioYatea  and

semantic tagging by ToMap.

Add the metadata of each 

identified entity (type, position, 

linguistic information, category 

when relevant) in annotation 

sets for further revision, 

comparison, reuse.

 Easy Easy if OMT feature, including for

discontinuous  and  embedded

entities.

Manage the bibliographic 

metadata of the processed 

documents in annotation sets 

 Easy Easy if OMT feature.  
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for further reuse, e.g. corpus 

update.

Provide on demand the 

metadata1 of the text entities 

with the associated 

bibliographic metadata2 of 

documents 

 Easy  Easy if OMT feature. 

Provide on demand triplets of 

1) metadata of the text entities 

2) snippets of the textual 

sources 3) position of the entity 

name in the snippet

 Easy  Easy if OMT feature. 

Provide a confidence measure 

for each annotated entity 

(produced manually or 

automatically) 

 Medium Combination of the quality of the 

source (e.g. journal, date)  and the

quality of the TDM prediction. 

Require the development of a 

dedicated tool.

4.4     Overview

4.4.1     Towards which community is the scenario aimed?

This scenario is  aimed at  a large international  community  of  researchers working on bread

Wheat. The URGI bioinformatics platform hosts the plant information system called  GnpIS. It

supports  researcher  activities  on  plants  of  agronomical  interest  by  offering  storage  of

experimental data, access to and analysis of integrated data about genetics, phenotypes and

genome maps. Some users are from INRA or are part of projects in which the URGI lab is

involved, and as such, they are in a close relation to the service and to the data provider. Others

are researchers from all  over the world as GnpIS is part  of bioinformatics networks, among

which the Wheat Information System (WheatIS).

4.4.2     Is the described TDM solution a standalone service or a part of a 
bigger project?

The TDM results will  be closely  integrated in  the GnpIS system that  also feeds the Wheat

Information System Data Search service.

1Including its persistent identifier (e.g. URI) and its normalized form
2Including its persistent identifier (e.g. DOI)
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The TDM solution will be a single module well-adapted to the Wheat community needs. The

reusability of the TDM solution as a standalone service in other projects at URGI is expected in

the medium term (e.g.  other plants of agronomic interest, such as wine grape, maize.)

4.4.3     If the scenario is part of a larger project…

4.4.3.1         What is the purpose of the project?

The URGI platform develops and maintains a modular and interoperable information system

(GnpIS) for plant and pest genomics to enable scientists to mine genomic and genetic data.

GnpIS is accessible through a  public web portal  allowing users to browse each data module or

to search through all  the data simultaneously using a quick search ('google like search')  or

advanced search (Biomart, Galaxy, Intermine) tools.

The  TDM  activities  will  then  be  integrated  in  a  mature  environment  and  will  rely  on  an

experienced bioinformatics staff.

4.4.3.2         What role does the described scenario play in the bigger project?

The TDM activities and results will come to create a new service,  i.e.  access to literature of

interest, and add new data to the existing system. In that sense, the TDM project is one of many

modules and is not necessary to the other services or data.

4.4.4     What kinds of information are sought?

The information that  will  be  extracted from texts  will  be  of  different  nature  and of  growing

complexity throughout the scenario deployment. In a first step, occurrences of Named Entities,

namely the taxa, genes, and markers already present in the GnpIS databases, will be sought in

a relevant set of documents. In a second step, terms denoting phenotypic traits will be extracted

using a domain ontology. The detection of varieties and their link to phenotypes may also be

introduced at this step.

4.4.5     How will this information benefit the users?

Having a quick link between database content and scientific articles is a recurrent request from

researchers who are getting more and more used to exploiting various integrated sources of

information and data. It saves them time in the process of discovering what has already been

done and how it has been done by others. It also allows them to compare different approaches

to a common scientific issue relating to a specific object, e.g. identifying the genes involved in a

given plant property, e.g. such as water stress resistance.

4.4.6     How will this information benefit the users' community?

Beyond saving individual researcher time in their everyday work, gathering, formalizing, and

organizing the knowledge that  is  buried in  documents  offers  several  benefits  to  the Wheat

community (which is true for any other research community). First, it  provides a synthesized
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view on what has been done before: what has been studied, experiments that were successful,

and those that  were not.  The direct  impact  on the community is to avoid duplicating costly

experiments. In addition, it benefits to the knowledge exchange between communities of close

interest, e.g. comparing approaches for wheat and for rice without reading long lists of articles.

The large size of the article collections, the number of different journals and the complexity of

the  papers  themselves  make  manual  extraction  of  information  impractical.  Moreover,

researchers are specialist of focused subjects. The recent progress in Plant Science demands

that researchers have a larger multiscale and multispecies overview. It is now impossible for

Plant  Science researchers  to  systematically  review all  newly  published relevant  information

related to their subject without the help of TDM tools.

4.5     Users
 ● End users (Researchers)

● Einfra providers & aggregators (URGI)

● Text miners (MaIAGE)

● Knowledge Managers (MaIAGE & DIST)

● Curators (End users)

4.6     Text Mining

4.6.1     Who will create any new components which are required in the 
workflow?

● Text miners (MaIAGE)

4.6.2     Who will create any training or development data that might be 
created?

● Knowledge managers (MaIAGE & DIST), involving aggregators 

4.6.3     Who will create the workflow itself?

● Text miners (MaIAGE)

4.6.4     Who will run the final workflow?

● Aggregators (URGI)

4.6.5     Who will have access to the results?

● Text mining result (intermediate result): Infrastructure providers (URGI) and text miners
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● Final results (result of the application): Anybody that uses GnPIS or the Wheat Information

System Data Search service

4.6.6     Who will create evaluation data?

● Text mining result (intermediate result): Infrastructure providers (URGI) and text miners

● Final results (result of the application): Anybody that uses GnPIS or the Wheat Information

System Data Search service will be allowed to declare irrelevant information using a validation

button made available in the snippet interface

4.6.7     Who will undertake the evaluation?

● Text mining evaluation: Text miners (INRA: MaIAGE)

● Evaluation of infrastructure ergonomics those who use the workflow, i.e., knowledge

managers (INRA: MaIAGE & DIST), infrastructure providers (URGI)

4.7     Results

4.7.1     Where will the information be stored?

Depending  on  the  various  criteria  (performance,  privacy,  sustainability),  the  Information

extracted from the TDM will  be stored by OpenMinTeD platform (GRNet)  or  directly  by the

infrastructure  that run the application (URGI).

4.7.2     Will the results be available/presented on the OpenMinTeD 
platform?

The annotation results can be presented on the OpenMinTeD platform as long as they do not

include the original  data  in  its  extensive  form when it  is  under  restricted access (scientific

articles in particular). The data is neither confidential nor economically strategic.

4.8     Evaluation

4.8.1     How will you ensure that the users can run the workflow and 
interpret the results?

Documentation and help will be provided by the text mining experts and knowledge managers to

the users.

Final  users  will  have  access  to  snippets  of  text  as  proofs  of  the  computed  links  between

documents and identified entities or concepts.
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5. Use Case AS-E - Information Extraction
of mechanisms involved in plant 
development 

5.1     Use Case Summary
The Use Case is named SeeDev in the following. The SeeDev use case is aimed at researchers

in  plant  breeding,  especially  those  interested  in  plant  reproduction  and  seed  development

working in public research laboratories and seed companies. A better understanding of the role

of  genes  in  the  regulation  of  the  biological  mechanisms  is  needed  for  the  design  of  new

improved varieties and for fundamental research. The model species Arabidopsis thaliana (Ath)

will be first targeted since it is the plant species for which the largest amount of knowledge has

been built up. The information extracted from the literature is complementary to the information

available in databases (e.g. experiments, prediction, genetic maps). The SeeDev application will

be integrated into the FLAGdb++ bioinformatics platform that is widely used by researchers to

explore plant genomes (genomes from six plant species are present in the database) and gene

and protein functions. End-users will be encouraged to evaluate and revise the results of the

TDM predictions.

 5.2    Technical Feasibility Summary
Most of the TDM tools that are needed to implement the SeeDev use case are already available

and  can  be  re-used.  These  tools  are  either  components  of  the  Alvis  Suite  or  have  been

developed by the participants of the SeeDev Task of the BioNLP Shared Task in 2016. SeeDev

Use Case will require structured vocabularies on plant anatomy and development stages. Some

plant ontologies may be reused and adapted to the needs. It will also use nomenclatures of

genes, proteins, families, etc. for entity recognition and normalization that are maintained by the

Ath community.

Thus, we expect that a TDM pipeline meeting the minimal requirements of the use-case will be

rather easy to set up.

Potential technical difficulties are similar to the Microbial Biodiversity Use Cases, that is:

● the access to scientific articles may be technically or legally restricted

● the quality of the text after conversion from HTLM and PDF formats to text may

be not sufficient
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● existing TDM tools may not achieve the performances on the targeted application

domains that are requested by the community and may need to be improved

● existing ontologies and vocabularies may need to be enriched

● domain experts may not have much time to spend on manual annotation and

curation. Small training sets should then be used, which may impact the ML technology.

Beyond  individual  components,  the  key  challenges  will  be  their  integration  into  a  common

infrastructure, and the dynamic use of the workflow (or part of it), e.g. update of the corpus,

knowledge and data, curation by end-users, replacement of components.

5.3     Key Objectives

Objective Technical Difficulty

(Easy / Medium /

Hard / Impossible)1

Justification of

Technical Difficulty

Access to full text (html) from 
either a list of DOIs or ISSNs, 
or a query with a limited list of 
relevant journals

Hard There are many relevant journals. 

There is no centralized relevant 

bibliographic database (PubMed is

incomplete wrt to the need). The 

access is dependent on 

subscriptions and editor 

permissions, and technical 

feasibility. 

Select and manually annotate 
full-text scientific articles or 
subsections for training text-
mining methods.

 Easy Require the involvement of experts

using an annotation editor. Existing

annotation tools will be used. A 

critical feature is the annotation of 

plant properties (anatomy, 

development stage) with ontology 

concepts (as achieved by 

AlvisAE). 

Convert the html format (with 
tags, e.g. <em> or <i> ) into 
text format to be used by the 
text-mining tools

Medium The quality of the conversion 

depends on the quality of the html 

format. A “converter” has to be 

developed for each journal html 

style. It may be time consuming. 

1The objectives can all be achieved. The difficulty is evaluated here with respect to a high degree of 
quality. 
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Converters could be shared within 

OMTD platform.

Easy update of corpus with new
papers that meet the corpus 
criteria (e.g. keywords, 
journals)

Easy - Hard Easy if using bibliographic 

metadata  (if the access problem 

has been solved) 

Easy update of the knowledge 
bases used by text mining tools
to normalize the entities (e.g. 
gene nomenclature, anatomy 
ontology...)

Impossible 

automatically. 

Easy if done 

manually.

If the input data has been revised 

separately by the application and 

by the external provider (fork), the 

two versions should be aligned, 

which is not feasible automatically 

in the general case.. 

Identify named entities (proper 
names) of given types in text 
based on a given list, including 
variations (e.g. gene 
nomenclature) 

 Easy-Medium Using named entity recognition 

tools. The difficulty depends on the

regularity of the naming, the 

completeness of the 

nomenclatures and whether 

existing tools can easily be 

adapted to the task. 

Disambiguation will be needed for 

proper names that can be common

or stop words (e.g.  the gene CAN)

Predict entities of given types 
(compound nouns) in text with 
the use of ontologies (e.g 
tissues of plant)

Easy-Medium Using term extraction tools and 

classification. The difficulty 

depends on the richness of the 

text vocabulary compared to the 

ontologies.

Automatically annotate 
discontinuous entities in text

 Hard Very few and ad’hoc solutions. The

difficulty depends on the type of 

discontinuity to be handled (e.g. 

coordination).

Normalize annotated entities 
using a given list (e.g. gene 
normalization with their ID 
number from Ath gene 
nomenclature)

Medium Using named entity normalization 

tools. The difficulty depends on the

ambiguity of the names (e.g. same

gene name for different species) 

and on the number of sources 

used for normalization (any or 

many: union, risk of overlap ...) 
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Categorize annotated entities 
with ontology concepts (e.g. 
development stages with Plant 
Ontology)

Medium - Hard Using named entity categorization 

tools. Hard in general if the 

number of concepts is high and 

the vocabulary in the text is large 

(e.g. anatomy). Medium with a 

restricted vocabulary and a 

relevant training set (e.g. 

development stage).

Revise ontologies used for 
categorization with respect to 
the application needs: addition 
of new concepts or synonyms 
and the selection of a subpart 
of large ontologies.

Easy Ontology extension or revision 

may be done either through 

manual annotation of the training 

corpus (using AlvisAE), by term 

extraction from the corpus and 

validation and structuring (ex. 

Using TyDI), or using an ontology 

editor. Require domain experts 

and knowledge engineers.

Use existing workflows as 
example, rerun them and adapt
and complete them without IT 
skills.

Easy

Partially use the text-mining 
workflow to improve the 
detection of complex entities 
(e.g. Regulatory Network) with 
TDM skills

Medium Requires workflow descriptions 

with blocks that achieve specific 

text-mining tasks, which can be 

interrupted, with a precise 

specification for input and output, 

allowing an addition of external 

tool.

Evaluation of text-mining tools 
by comparing results with 
manually annotated corpus 
(with TDM skills)

Easy Using the metrics and evaluation 

tools developed in Shared Tasks. 

Require relevant reference corpus.

Extract intra-sentence binary 
relations between entities from 
text (e.g. binding of a protein on
a promoter)

 Medium Using existing relation extraction 

tools, e.g. SeeDev BioNLP-ST 

2016. The difficulty depends on 

whether the existing tools can be 

easily adapted to the task given 

the training data.
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Extract intra-sentences events 
(n-ary) between entities from 
text (e.g. regulation in given 
tissue at given stage)

 Hard Requires the development of a 

dedicated tool for merging binary 

intra-sentence relations into 

events.

Extract inter-sentences binary 
relations between entities from 
text.

Medium - Hard Using existing relation extraction 

tools. State-of-the-art methods 

have difficulties extracting inter-

sentence relations. Will require 

anaphora resolution for each type 

of entity. May require training data 

annotation.

Extract inter-sentences events 
(n-ary) between entities from 
text 

Hard This objective combines the 

difficulty of multi-argument 

extraction with inter-sentence 

extraction, (see above).

Integration of TDM results with 
other data (e.g. binding of 
transcription factors)

Easy Easy if a step of normalization is 

correctly performed by TDM. 

Depends on the quality of the 

normalization and on the use of a 

common unique reference 

knowledge base for the application

and for TDM.

Include the metadata of each 
identified knowledge element, 
i.e. NE or term in resulting 
annotation sets for further 
exploitation (display, 
indexation…)

  

Keep the metadata of 
processed documents in 
resulting annotation sets for 
further exploitation (display, 
indexation…)

  

Provide pairs of 1) metadata of 
knowledge element and 2) 
metadata of document

  

Provide triplets of 1) metadata 
of knowledge element 2) 
snippet of textual source 3) 
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position of the knowledge 
element in the snippet

Provide a confidence measure 
for each annotated element 
(entity, relation or event)

 Medium Combination of the quality of the 

source (e.g. journal, date)  and the

quality of the TDM prediction. 

Require the development of a 

dedicated tool.

Curation by end-users of the 
data predicted by the text-
mining tool 

Medium Using an annotation editor. The 

difficulty depends on the 

availability of experts and on the 

agreement of their annotation. 

Need storage, reuse and 

management of the revised 

annotations to be preserved.

Reuse of the curated data for 
improving the ML tools (iterative
learning process)

Easy-Medium Easy if the annotation sets that 

have been manually and 

automatically produced are 

correctly managed. Need a 

hierarchy of data quality (e.g. 

predicted data < curated data < 

manual annotation )

Evolution of the SeeDev 
workflow by FlagDB+ 
developers who have computer
science, database, application 
development skills but not TDM
skills

Medium Depends on the OMT user 

interface and workflow, 

components and resource 

representation: how intuitive they 

will be for computer scientists who 

are not TDM specialists

5.4     Overview

5.4.1     Towards which community is the scenario aimed?

This scenario is aimed at researchers in plant  breeding, especially those interested in plant

reproduction and seed development. They are the final users of the results. They can also be

part of the process of validation and curation of the results.

It is also aimed towards Flagdb++ platform developers. They will integrate the TDM workflow,

maintain and update it. They will also potentially want to make it evolve without having specific

skills in TDM.
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5.4.2     Is the described TDM solution a standalone service or a part of a 
bigger project?

The scenario is an integration of TDM solutions into the existing application FLAGdb++. It will

offer added value to the data already present in the existing application. 

5.4.3     If the scenario is part of a larger project…

5.4.3.1         What is the purpose of the project?

Flagdb++ is  a database that  is  updated by experimental  results  from projects  and external

databases. It offers a dedicated GUI for displaying data about genomes from six plant species

of  particular  interest  (arabidopsis,  rice,  grape,  California  poplar,  tomato,  muskmelon)  in  an

integrated  way.  The  data  ranges  from  raw  experimental  results,  bioinformatics  processing

results, to curated annotations. Flagdb++ is a tool of reference for biologists working on the

genetics of plants. The integration of a TDM module aims at improving the data discovery, and

at assisting users in their bibliography search.

FlagDB++ pointers:

Samson, F., Brunaud, V., DuchGne, S., De Oliveira, Y., Caboche, M., Lecharny, A., & Aubourg,

S.  (2004).  FLAGdb++:  a  database  for  the  functional  analysis  of  the  Arabidopsis  genome.

Nucleic Acids Research, 32(Database issue), D347–D350. http://doi.org/10.1093/nar/gkh134

http://urgv.evry.inra.fr/projects/FLAGdb++/HTML/index.shtml

5.4.3.2         What role does the described scenario play in the bigger project?

 FlagDB++ already integrates a large number of  different data types. The TDM module will

provide:

● additional information on gene regulation in Ath that has been extracted from text;

● normalization of unstructured parts of the database (i.e. free text fields);

● links from database objects to the literature (e.g. genes, proteins, transcription factors);

● enhanced search capabilities through the Flagdb++ database.

5.4.4     What kinds of information are sought?

The main target information sought in this scenario is knowledge on gene interactions related to

seed development in plants. This information is only available in the literature, and cannot be

found or directly extracted from experimental or bioinformatics data.

This information entails many types of domain specific named entities such as genes, pathways,

development stages, genotypes and tissues, and events like activity regulation, binding, found

in.
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5.4.5     How will this information benefit the users?

The context is the organization and production of knowledge about plant breeding and genetics

which  is  crucial  to  understand  and  prevent  food,  health  and  environmental  crises.  The

integration of knowledge contained in the literature with experimental data is of utmost impact

on the efficiency of the researcher exploration and surveys. It mobilizes the existing scattered

knowledge, and reduces the experimentation costs.

The TDM results are meant to be closely integrated with the tools that researchers already use

on a daily basis. They regularly express a need for an improved access to documents related to

their study subjects within a familiar environment.

The literature processed by TDM will provide to the users information that is synthetic and that

complements experimental data. They will be able to validate and curate the TDM output, thus

overcoming potential errors.

5.4.6     How will this information benefit the user community?

As the knowledge from the model plants can be extended to other plants of agronomic interest,

stakeholders such as agro industry experts are interested in the TDM tool that they will be able

to apply to their own resources.

The validation/curation process included in the TDM solution will also allow users to capitalize

and share high quality information.

5.5     Users
● Researchers  in plant development (academic and industry) such as IJPB or Limagrain are

the main end users: they want the information from the scientific literature to be connected to

their  experimental  and  genetic  database  data  and  to  be  easily  available  through  data

visualisation interfaces.

● Infrastructures such as IPS2 that offer services want to integrate the information extracted by

the text-mining tools in their own databases and solutions at a fine-grained level. This require

the reference nomenclature to be the same. Datasets and vocabularies must be in standard

formats and languages.

●  Bioinformatics  researchers  want  to  integrate  and  possibly  adapt  text-mining  services  in

bioinformatics processing workflows for either other plant parts than seed or different species,

e.g. Oryza sativa and Vitis vinifera. The enrichment of vocabularies for their own purposes is an

expected feature of the system.

5.6     Text Mining
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5.6.1     Who will create any new components which are required in the 
workflow?

It  depends on the missing components.  We expect  the effort  on general components to be

shared  among  OpenMinTeD  partners  (pdf  converter,  access  to  paper  repository).  SeeDev

dedicated  components  will  be  developed  by  INRA:  MaIAGE  and  BioNLP-ST  SeeDev

participants.

5.6.2     Who will create any training or development data that might be 
created?

● There are already training and test sets available for entity, relation and event

extraction (BioNLPST 2016 SeeDev task).

● New training data will be needed for entity normalization and categorization with

ontologies, and potentially for anaphora resolution. 

● Curation by users will provide a continuous stream of training data.

● The  ontologies  (anatomy,  development  stage)  and  nomenclatures  (genes,

families) will be developed by INRA in collaboration with plant specialists (IJPB, IPS2)

and Systems Biology experts (IMSV project).

5.6.3     Who will create the workflow itself?

● Knowledge managers (INRA: MaIAGE & DIST)

5.6.4     Who will run the final workflow?

● Knowledge managers (INRA: MaIAGE & DIST)

5.6.5     Who will have access to the results?

● Text mining result (intermediate result) : Infrastructure providers (IPS2) and text miners

● Final results (result of the application): Anybody that uses FlagDB++

5.6.6     Who will create evaluation data?

● There are already training and test  sets available (BioNLPST 2016 SeeDev task) for  the

evaluation of the TDM results

● Curation by users will provide a continuous and long term evaluation of the application results.

5.6.7     Who will undertake the evaluation?

● Text mining evaluation by the text miners (INRA: MaIAGE)

● Evaluation of infrastructure ergonomics by those who manage the workflow, i.e., knowledge

managers (INRA: MaIAGE & DIST) and infrastructure providers (IPS2)
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● Evaluation of the results of the application by the application end-users (academic and

industry).  They will  also  evaluate the relevance of  the  TDM predictions  using curation  and

revision tools.

5.7     Results

5.7.1     Where will the information be stored?

The application embeds its own database. It is not clear today where the TDM application will

physically run and where the papers, knowledge bases and annotations sets will be stored and

managed. It depends on many conditions: access performance, maintainability. 

5.7.2     Will the results be available/presented on the OpenMinTeD 
platform?

The TDM results can be presented on the OpenMinTeD platform as long as they do not include

the original data in its extensive form when it is under restricted access (scientific articles in

particular). The data is neither confidential nor economically strategic. The integrated data will

be available through the bioinformatics application (e.g.  Flagdb++,  companies) that  may be

subject to restriction of use. 

5.8     Evaluation

5.8.1     How will you ensure that the users can run the workflow and 
interpret the results?

Documentation, training and assistance will be provided to the users by the text mining experts

and knowledge managers. 
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6. Use Case LS-A - Extract Metabolites 
and their properties and modes of actions

6.1     Use Case Summary
This use case is designed to address the needs of curators of metabolism databases both at

EMBL-EBI and more generally around the world. Curation generally involves abstracting well-

defined  information  tuples  (chemical  name,  chemical  class,  chemical  structure,  species,

organism  part,  biological  activity,  biological  target)  about  a  metabolite  from  the  published

literature, including primary literature, reviews, reference texts, patents...

While initially targeted at database curators, it is anticipated that the application can be used as

a standalone workflow for individual researchers to extract the same type of data from a smaller

and specialised corpus.  For  the curation  of  EMBL-EBI  databases,  it  is  likely  that  the  TDM

solution can be used as a standalone workflow for individual researchers to extract the same

type of data from a smaller and specialised corpus. It is expected that implementing the TDM

solution into the curation workflow will result in significant improvements in both the quality of

the curated database entries and in the productivity of curators. 

 6.2    Technical Feasibility Summary
The technical challenges of the application could be divided into four areas:

1. Obtaining publication texts,

2. Annotating entities of interest,

3. Recognising relations between selected types,

4. Storing the results in a database that could be queried by users.

The first of the tasks is relatively easy from the technical point of view, as sources mentioned in

the key objectives (PubMed, PMC) are open and have been already used for biomedical TM

applications,  so the relevant  tools  either  already exist  or  could be implemented easily. The

OpenMinTeD platform could, however, be of help if we wanted to go beyond such open stores

and fetch content directly from publishers.

Annotating  the entities of  interest  is  a more challenging topic,  as it  depends on their  type.

Among those mentioned below, chemicals  (metabolites)  and species are well  known in the

community  and  there  are  tools  (NERsuite,  Bio-YODIE)  that  could  tackle  the issue  directly.

Others  (spectral  data,  InChl  keys)  have  fairly  strict  form and regular  expressions  could  be

created  to  recognise  them  with  existing  tools  (JAPE,  Regex  Annotator).  Finally,  biological
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activities and targets are the least obvious, requiring examining some examples and possibly

training a classifier  on annotated data.  However, the ML components are available,  so this

should be possible, as long as there is enough training data. The situation is the same for the

third  objective,  i.e.  recognising  relations  between  entities  --  event  recognisers  (EventMine,

JAPE) could tackle them if given training data. In both these cases, the OpenMinTeD platform

could  be  helpful  in  improving  the  performance  of  designed  solution.  As  the  considered

environments (Argo and GATE) use different tools for solving these problems, aggregating their

output using OpenMinTeD interoperability infrastructure may lead to better predictions.

Finally, once the annotation of a corpus is done, one needs to aggregate the extracted relation

in a database to be able to answer global questions, e.g. for finding all the species, which a

given chemical was isolated from. This task requires a substantial amount of effort, especially

because of a need for a user interface, and there are currently no off-the-shelf solutions offering

such functionality.

As one can clearly see, implementing this application will be mostly relying on existing, typical

for TM, tools. However, that doesn’t mean the task is trivial. As only some of the entity types and

none of the relation types have been annotated before, we will need to analyse a substantial

number of examples and most likely train new models. This type of activity will require a close

collaboration between the technical partners (UoM, USFD) and the community partner (EBI). As

automatically  annotated  relations  will  obviously  not  be  perfect,  such  collaboration  will  be

especially necessary at the final stages, when we will have to decide how a system deals with

data of limited confidence. One can use such relations directly, treat them as a suggestion for a

human curator or discard them entirely. There is no single best solution, as it depends on the

environment in which a system will be deployed.

6.3     Key Objectives

Objective Technical 

Difficulty

(Easy / Medium /

Hard / Impossible)

Justification of

Technical Difficulty

From appropriate literature 

sources (e.g. titles and abstracts

from Europe PubMed; full 

papers from Europe PMC; other 

science/medical publishers 

(depending on accessibility of 

data for mining) find the names 

of all the chemical entities that 

Easy Recognising names of chemicals 

in text is a well-known NER task, 

for which many solutions are 

available.

Argo: Argo already contains 

components for recognising and 

normalising names of chemicals: 
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are mentioned. 

Such names may be:

(i) systematic (i.e. names from 

which a structure can be 

inferred, e.g. (E)-2-undecenal;  

N-acetyl-p-aminophenol);

(ii) trivial (names from which the 

structure cannot be deduced 

without the use of a look-up, e.g.

paracetamol; vitamin C; 

penicillin F2alpha; 

triptolidenol; etc. 

(iii) a combination of types (i) 

and (ii), such as 3-

hydroxyparacetamol-4-sulfate

both general and focused on 

metabolites.

From appropriate literature 

sources [e.g. titles and abstracts

from Europe PubMed; full 

papers from Europe PMC; other 

science/medical publishers 

(depending on accessibility of 

data for mining)] find the names 

of all species of living organisms

that are mentioned. These may 

be formal taxonomic names 

(generally consisting of two 

italicised Latin names, the first of

which is capitalised (and 

frequently reduced to a single 

letter), but common trivial names

are often used. Examples:

Homo sapiens; human; man;

Saccharomyces cerevisiae; S. 

cerevisiae; bakers yeast, baker's

yeast; bakers' yeast; brewers 

yeast; etc.;

 

Oryctolagus cuniculus; New 

Zealand White rabbit; rabbit...

Easy Recognising names of species in 

text is a NER task, for which 

vocabularies are available (NCBI).

Argo: Argo contains a component 

for recognising and normalising 

names of species, which after 

some work may be used in this 

application.
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From data sources which 

contain both chemical name(s) 

and species name(s), find the 

relationship between them (if 

any) 

 Medium/Hard This requires learning the 

relationships from training data - 

depending on the diversity of its 

expressions in text it could be of 

medium to high difficulty.

Argo: This sounds like event 

detection. We have a very 

powerful event detection system 

called EventMine in Argo. We may 

need to perform tuning and 

training. 

GATE: it would be good to see 

some examples of texts for this 

before committing, but I suspect 

this could be done with a 

dependency parse and GATE’s 

pattern matching language, JAPE.

For any particular chemical 

name or synonym, find all of the 

species from which the chemical

has been isolated. 

While this can be simply looking 

for "name" +  "isolated from" (or 

"found in") + "species", a lot of 

papers will mention the species 

at the start, then spend several 

pages detailing the isolation and

identification of the numerous 

compounds the authors 

managed to extract from it

Hard Requires learning the relationships

from training data. This task is 

hard in the cases where the 

distance between mentions of 

species and isolated chemicals is 

large. 

Argo: When a whole relationship 

is expressed in one sentence, it 

could be extracted by EventMine. 

For any particular species of 

plant, animal, bacterium, fungus,

etc., find the names of all of the 

compounds that are known to be

metabolites of that species

Hard This task is equivalent to the one 

above, but with different search 

query. This doesn’t introduce extra

difficulty.

Argo: See above

GATE: possibley Bio-YODIE or a 

GATE ontology component, 

depending on exact use - see 
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comment

For a given chemical 

name/synonym find any 

biological activity that has been 

reported (e.g. anti-inflammatory; 

anti-cancer; kinase inhibitor; 

etc.)

 Medium/Hard This requires gathering training 

data, training an event recogniser 

and saving the results in a 

searchable database. This time 

however we are also interested in 

a type of entity (biological activity), 

which is not covered by existing 

NER solutions. Therefore, training 

data are necessary to either 

design manual annotation rules or 

train a classifier.

Argo: EventMine should be able 

to handle this type of relationship.

GATE: JAPE grammars

For a given chemical 

name/synonym, is any spectral 

data (1H-NMR, 13C-NMR,  MS, 

X-ray, IR, etc.) available?

 Medium  Clearly, we first need to identify 

the spectral data and then link it to 

the correct chemical name / 

symbol. If these follow a regular 

pattern then we could use some 

form of regular expressions to 

detect them.

Argo: We have facilities in argo for

NER via regular expressions.

For a particular compound 

name, can you find an 

associated InChI or InChI Key?

Being able to find the chemical 

structure is very useful.  InChIs 

and InChI Keys provide an easy 

way in!

[An InChI is a text string that is 

calculated from the structure 

(each unique structure will 

generate a single, unique InChI, 

so chemical structures can be 

stored/search for as text strings 

rather than as connection tables 

or images). InChIs are easily 

 Medium Chemical structure shown in the 

publication as an image is out of 

scope of the OpenMinted project, 

but SMILES or InChl keys can be 

recognised using regular 

expressions.

Argo: Components for pattern 

matching and NER are available 

with sufficient training data

GATE: we  have nothing for this
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spotted as they all start with 

"InChI=1" For complex 

structures, InChIs can get very 

long, so a fixed-length 

computerised hash, known as 

an InChI Key, can be used 

instead.] 

For a particular species name, 

find the taxonomy/taxonomies 

which include the species? What

is/are the taxonomy ID(s)? 

 Easy This is usually done by the species

recogniser (see one of the rows 

above) and doesn’t require extra 

work.

Argo: Argo contains a component 

for recognising and normalising 

names of species, which after 

some work may be used in this 

application.

GATE: Bio-YODIE, for linking text 

to external knowledge resources, 

followed by queries against those 

resources

What is the biological target of 

the metabolite? What proteins 

does the metabolite bind to?

 Medium/Hard Similar to the other tasks, it’s a 

relation/event recognition task, but 

requires defining what a biological 

target is, or inferring from training 

data.

Argo: Should be doable with 

EventMine with training available.

GATE: JAPE grammars

6.4     Overview

6.4.1     Towards which community is the scenario aimed?

This use case describes the needs of curators for the metabolism databases at EMBL-EBI and

other databases worldwide with similar scope (such as KEGG, HMDB and others). The curators

in this case are domain experts in metabolism, biochemistry or chemistry who abstract well-

defined  information  tuples  (chemical  name,  chemical  class,  chemical  structure,  species,

organism  part,  biological  activity,  biological  target)  about  a  metabolite  from  the  published

literature.
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While  targeted  at  database  curators,  the  scenario  will  eventually  benefit  the  life science

community at large, as it will lead to a much more dynamic and systematic accumulation of data

in widely used chemistry and metabolism databases around the globe.

The TDM solution could be used as a standalone workflow for individual researchers to extract

the same or similar types of data from a smaller, specialised corpus. At EMBL-EBI, the TDM

solution  will  probably  be  integrated/adapted  into  the  software  tools  used  for  curating  the

chemistry and metabolism databases. 

6.4.2     Is the described TDM solution a standalone service or a part of a 
bigger project?

The solution described here will very likely be integrated in a software system for curating the

databases described above. This integration can be quite loose. Essentially, the workflow input

is a set of PDFs or HTML articles from which the information tuple (chemical name, chemical

class,  chemical  structure,  species,  organism  part,  biological  activity,  biological  target)  is

supposed to be retrieved. Each tuple will then form the core of a new dataset in, for example,

the ChEBI database and be further enriched by curators and other automated methods.

6.4.3     If the scenario is part of a larger project…

6.4.3.1         What is the purpose of the project?

The ChEBI database was launched in 2004 and has since then evolved into one of the most

widely used databases about metabolites and other chemical entities of biological interest. Due

to its hand-curated content, the database grows linearly with the number of curators extracting

content from the biomedical literature.

6.4.3.2         What role does the described scenario play in the bigger project?

 While we will not want to compromise the hand-curated nature of the ChEBI database, the

described solution will enable us to create "as complete as possible" dataset stubbs for ChEBI

curators, which they will then only have to check for completeness and correctness. Detailed

reading,  error-prone reproduction  of  chemical  names as  well  as  the extraction  of  machine-

readable  representation  from  bitmap  images  of  chemical  structures  will  be  avoided.  We

estimate that  this  will  at  least  double the rate at  which datasets can be created in  ChEBI.

Furthermore, due to the "star" system in ChEBI, uncurated, machine-generated knowledge can

be published with a low quality score to give researchers access to the data with little delay.

6.4.4     What kinds of information are sought?
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6.4.5     How will this information benefit the users?

 Metabolism information systems at the European Bioinformatics Institute (again, the largest

collection  of  Biomedical  Databases  in  the  world)  are  the  steepest  growing  domain  in  the

institute.
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6.4.6     How will this information benefit the users' community?

 Metabolism is one of a handful of major pillars for molecular biology and as such a critical part

for understanding for molecular biology, a dynamically growing area in research.

6.5     Users
This  scenario  feeds  directly  into  a  curation  process  for  metabolites,  consuming  new  data

sources  from  journals  and  producing  examples  of  chemical  entities  involved  in  biological

activities that make them candidates for new or amended entries in a database. Hence, the

primary users of the resulting service are the database curators.

6.6     Text Mining

6.6.1     Who will create any new components which are required in the 
workflow?

New components and,  in  particular, the event  mining component  lie  within the remit  of  the

implementation of the scenario as a workflow.
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6.6.2     Who will create any training or development data that might be 
created?

Training and development data, in as much as it must be generated rather than found, would fall

to the scenario designers.  In the best  case this  is a selection task,  but  may include some

annotation tasks.

6.6.3     Who will create the workflow itself?

The target must be to have a component set developed to the degree that text miners in the

user community would be able to compose and run the workflow. This is the target case.

6.6.4     Who will run the final workflow?

Similarly, a successfully modularised workflow should be available for users who are not part of

the developer community to run.

6.6.5     Who will have access to the results?

For Open Access publications it would be good for users and developers to have access to the

results for optimisation cycles. However, the scenario is predicated on the use of journals under

a restricted licence. That would ultimately determine access to the results.

6.6.6     Who will create evaluation data?

Evaluation of the event recognition performance requires reference data which should resemble

the training data,  so  this  should  probably  come from the same source.  However, this  is  a

relatively low level evaluation, in terms of automatically evaluating the recognition process. A

more interesting evaluation would be a qualitative consideration of how the results contribute to

the curation process. That requires an expert evaluation, including the degree problematic or

borderline  cases impinge  on the curation  process.  Put  simply, this  service  requires  both  a

performance and an impact evaluation.

6.6.7     Who will undertake the evaluation?

6.7     Results

6.7.1     Where will the information be stored?

As described  above,  we  are  generating  resources  to  be  passed  into  another  process,  the

database curation task, which has its own support framework. There is no direct requirement to

maintain storage for the results within the Text Mining framework.
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6.7.2     Will the results be available/presented on the OpenMinTeD 
platform?

It would be most intuitive to make available representations of the event instances to users of

the  OpenMinTeD platform,  reflecting  the  text  mining  work  conducted,  independently  of  the

curation task. These would primarily serve as a basis for evaluations based on performance,

and as a showcase for the functionality of the workflow. However, access to these results may

be restricted where the input corpus is under licence. Fair use should provide enough examples

to demonstrate the functionality and most performance evaluation would be done on open data.

6.8     Evaluation

6.8.1     How will you ensure that the users can run the workflow and 
interpret the results?

This workflow is intended to provide a resource that will be integrated into a curation process

supported by an existing workbench. This implies that the user who executes the workflow, on a

selected data set, such as the content of a journal, is not necessarily the end user. This would

be  the  curator  whose  understanding  of  the  results  is  mediated  by  the  curation  tools  that

integrate the results as a resource. Ensuring that the results reach their target is therefore a

combination of the interface definitions for the deliverable resource and their integration in the

curation workbench.
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7. Use Case LS-B - Neuroscience

7.1     Use Case Summary

In context of the Blue Brain Project (BBP) of the École Polytechnique Fédéral de Lausanne
(EPFL), biophysically and morphologically detailed models of the brain are being designed and
simulated. In this process, a large amount of neuroscientific data has to be integrated. These
come basically from two sources, experimental recordings and published literature. This use
case is concerned about managing the second class of data. Such data is contained in scientific
journal articles and can be embedded in texts, figures, tables, and equations. Here, we will
concentrate on information contained in texts. To provide an efficient and systematic way to
curate the relevant literature, a set of tools are being developed in BBP. These allow the project
contributors  to  annotate  the  literature  for  relevant  facts  and  published  values  for  modeling
parameters while  keeping complete  traceability  of  the provenance of  this  information.  Such
annotations are grouped in corpora, which can then be queried and their information integrated
in  a  programmatic  and  systematic  way  in  models,  model  validation  pipelines,  project
documentation,  and  general-purpose  neuroscientific  data  aggregators  (e.g.,  Knowledge-
Space.org).

One of the limitations of this approach is the large amount of time that is required from well-
trained neuroscientists to parse the literature and manually generate annotations.  Thus,  the
OpenMinTeD project could be a key partner in the establishment of such a systematic literature
curation framework by providing tools that would help semi-automatize the annotation process.
Although complete automation is not at reach yet considering the current level of development
of the text-mining field, proven tools such as name-entity recognizers (NER) can be harnessed
to provide semi-automation of this process (e.g., highlight important keywords for the annotation
process)  and  eventually  provide  draft  annotations  that  can  be  reviewed,  corrected,  and
completed  manually  by  neuroscientists.  Thus,  the  development  of  various  NERs,  linking
recognized entities  with  existing  ontological  terms,  integrating  these information in  the right
annotation format, and providing an interface for easily retrieving this information from third-
party clients is at the heart of this use case.

Since manual curation of the literature is already being performed - and will  continue to be
performed - to support the current needs of BBP, expert annotations will be available for initial
training of classifiers. Manual validation of produced annotations should also blend relatively
naturally  with  the  BBP literature  curation  workflow,  which  should  provide  the  OpenMinTeD
developers with the necessary feedback for  both validation and continuous improvement  of
classifiers and related tools.   
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 7.2    Technical Feasibility Summary
We can categorise the tasks in the table below as follows:

1. Data processing - at the beginning and end of the task we must find data in the
correct format, process it and store it in the correct place in the correct format.

2. Named Entity Recognition - we will look to develop systems to discover species,
neurons, brain regions, synapses, modelling parameters and experimental values.

3. Relation  Extraction  -  we  will  build  a  formal  specification  of  how the  entities
interact in the text and use this to create a classifier capable of detecting these relations.

The tasks described above are within the possibility of current technology, however an initial
survey of  the literature has shown that  text  mining for  neuroscience is  currently  much less
mature as a field than text mining for the life sciences in general. Almost all  text-mining for
neuroscience focusses on the single entity level, with only a few efforts extending to the relation
level. To develop the necessary tools for text mining neuroscientific literature, we will need to
leverage pre-existing models for the life sciences as well as annotated corpora of the types of
phenomena in which we are interested. Although each individual task appears feasible by itself,
there are a lot of different tasks being asked for. We would do well in this scenario to pick one or
two specific types of entities and begin by investigating the relationships between them.

The relation extraction task (i.e. task 3 in the list above) may be best handled using a technique
called event extraction. Events are complex, often nested, N-ary relationships consisting of one
or more named entities. They typically revolve around a specific trigger word or phrase and
involve participants in the categories ‘cause’ and ‘theme’. Events would help to capture complex
and  interesting  relationships  and  should  give  us  more  information  for  the  ultimate  goal  of
database curation.

Some of the tasks in the technical feasibility section also seem out-of-scope of the text-mining
side of the work. We will need to collaborate closely with the other partners in the project to
divide up the different subtasks of this application. For example, where UNIMAN may provide
some of  the text-mining and text-processing functionalities,  EPFL may provide much of  the
interfacing between the text mining services and the final results.

It  should  also  be  noted  that  text-mining  is  not  a  perfect  technique  -  it  will  produce  some
proportion of erroneous results. This should be taken into account when considering how we will
integrate the results of the text-mining service with the Knowledge-space database. It would be
sensible to see the process as semi-automated curation, where the text-mining process does as
much work as possible to create a structured representation of the information represented in a
text and this structured representation is then passed on to a database curator who validates
the contents and fixes any mistakes made by the algorithm.
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The OpenMinted platform will provide the eventual host for the text-mining service. We will use
components from the registry to build the service and the service will be primarily maintained
and run by the various teams at EPFL.

7.3     Key Objectives

Objective Technical Difficulty

(Easy / Medium /

Hard / Impossible)

Justification of

Technical Difficulty

Identify and download PDF 
from relevant publications, as 
defined by query string 
provided by the user (e.g., 
PubMed query strings)

Easy-Medium Document retrieval is a core part 
of the text-mining process. As such
it should feature prominently as 
part of the OpenMinted platform. 
At an implementational level this 
would require a component which 
finds publications in pdf form via 
an external API and then either 
processes them automatically to 
provide the free-text for annotation
or stores the pdfs for later 
processing. We expect this 
functionality to be delivered as part
of the OpenMinted registry and we
will integrate the final application 
with the functionality provided by 
the registry when this becomes 
available.

Argo: We have a number of 
collection reading components in 
Argo which can be used to directly 
import the full text of an article 
through a variety of services. 
Depending on the location and 
format of the publications we may 
need to implement a new reader 
component to retrieve these.

GATE: Similar functionality 
available via GATE InputHandlers
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Interface with our REST service
to submit publication PDFs and 
recuperate corresponding text 
files

Easy This will require the workflow to 
make a web-service call. I expect 
there to be very little problem with 
this.

Argo: We have this functionality in 
Argo, although I will need to work 
out the technical requirements of 
sending files through a web-
service call.

GATE: has this functionality, 
based on TIKA. Web service 
version available.

NER for species  Medium Named entity recognition is a tool 
found in every text mining 
framework. Identifying specific 
species should be relatively 
straight-forward with existing tools

Argo: NERSuite with custom 
model or wrapper for existing 
tools.

GATE: Bio-YODIE for life science 
entity linking and disambiguating 
against linked data / ontologies. 
Training data would improve, but 
can be used without.

NER for neuron types  Medium NeuroNER is an already existing 
tool which could be wrapped into 
any system for this use-case.

 Argo: Apart from using 
NeuroNER, we can also train a 
NERSuite custom model (training 
data necessary) or employ regular 
expressions.

GATE: Bio-YODIE for life science 
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entity linking and disambiguating 
against linked data / ontologies. 
Training data would improve, but 
can be used without.

NER for brain regions  Medium BLUIMA (a suite of UIMA-based 
tools for 
neuroscience/neuroinformatics) 
provides a brain region annotator, 
which could be useful for this task.

 Argo: NERSuite with custom 
model or regular expressions. We 
have also integrated the BLUIMA 
classes, including the brain region 
annotator into Argo.

GATE: Bio-YODIE for life science 
entity linking and disambiguating 
against linked data / ontologies. 
Training data would improve, but 
can be used without.

NER for synapses  Medium Again, NER is relatively 
straightforward, depending on the 
regularity of the underlying 
elements. Training data may be 
required where models are 
needed.

 Argo: NERSuite with custom 
model or regular expressions.

GATE: Bio-YODIE for life science 
entity linking and disambiguating 
against linked data / ontologies. 
Training data would improve, but 
can be used without.

Identify relationships between 
recognised entities within a 
sentence (e.g., a connection 
between two cell types, a brain 

 Hard Relationships between entities can
be difficult to extract in an accurate
manner. In this case, a lot of 
different relationship types are 
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region that contain a cell type, 
etc.)  

being sought. We would do well to 
focus on one or two relationships 
to begin with and then broaden our
efforts later.

Argo: Components for extraction 
of relations between entities, but 
we need to precisely define 
expected types and provide 
training data.

GATE: agreed, this needs precise 
definition, Typically in the GATE 
world, this would be done with 
pattern matching grammars, 
though we could train an ML 
model if sufficient training data.

NER for modeling parameters  Medium The example in section 7.4.4 
appear to contain a lot of 
information which has been 
aggregated from the other NER 
processes. Problems may occur 
where more than one modelling 
parameter occurs in a text and we 
need to resolve which elements 
belong to which parameter. We 
may need to look into event 
extraction to handle this.

Argo: This will require a custom 
component to link the information 
together in the required format. We
could use EventMine with a 
custom model to handle the event 
extraction element.

Extraction of experimental 
values from the literature, 
allowing for the different cases 
supported by [1]

 Easy-Medium Experimental values are typically 
numerical and associated with a 
modelling parameter - we would 
expect to be able to identify these 
using some basic NER with 
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regular expressions.

Argo: NERSuite with custom 
model or regular expressions.

GATE: measurement tagger, 
developed for patents, could be 
tweaked for this.

Creating annotations 
(according to the format [1]) for 
identified modeling parameter 
values

 Easy Assuming that all the information 
for this has already been extracted
up to this point, this should be a 
simple exercise of transforming the
data into the correct format

Argo: Custom component to 
convert the current information into
the correct format

Integration of annotation 
corpora into consumers such 
as KnowledgeSpace [2]

Easy We should assume that the output 
from the text-mining resources will 
contain errors and therefore we 
will need some manual validation 
to ensure that the information is 
correct before it is integrated into 
the consumers. This is easy to set 
up from a technical perspective, 
but will need people to staff the 
manual validation.

Argo: Argo has the functionality to
write into a number of existing 
formats and can be adapted to 
write into any format

GATE: custom output handler

[1] https://github.com/christian-oreilly/nat/wiki/Annotation-format 

[2] http://knowledge-space.org/ 

7.4     Overview
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7.4.1     Towards which community is the scenario aimed?

 The  neuroinformatics  community  (computational  neuroscience).  This  community  has  the
following characteristics:

● very vast and complex field, with rapid evolution of techniques and models,

● high data throughput (e.g. whole-brain scans, gene sequencing of ion-channels,
large computer simulations),

● low standardization of naming conventions (e.g. brain regions or neurons), unlike
fields like chemistry or physics.

This results in a field with a low level of standardized data (yet). Projects like the Human Brain
Project (HBP) and the US BRAIN initiative aim at improving this.

In  neuroscience,  as  in  many  other  scientific  domains,  the  primary  form  of  knowledge
dissemination is through published articles in peer-reviewed journals. One challenge for modern
neuroinformatics is to design methods to make accessible the knowledge contained in this vast
literature, so that it can be searched, analyzed, and integrated into computational models.

7.4.2     Is the described TDM solution a standalone service or a part of a 
bigger project?

This TDM should integrate with various software components being developed in context of the
BBP. It can mainly be viewed as a standalone service interfacing (input and output) with other
components. It should have two kind of different outputs:

● REST API to search and review intermediary information (e.g. NER output) so
that downstream users can integrate this information as they see fit. For example, this
should allow to interface with external consumers (e.g. KnowledgeSpace).

● The annotation corpora should be dumped as GIT repository of JSON files. 

7.4.3     If the scenario is part of a larger project…

7.4.3.1         What is the purpose of the project?

Launched in 2005, and directed by Prof Henry Markram, the EPFL’s Blue Brain Project (BBP) is
the  first  comprehensive  attempt  to  use  detailed  modelling  and  simulation  as  tools  to
systematically integrate data about the brain. The key to the BBP’s strategy is to develop the
field of Predictive Neuroinformatics, aimed at accelerating data integration by using fundamental
generalising principles of the brain’s structural and functional organisation, thus filling huge gaps
in knowledge.

7.4.3.2         What role does the described scenario play in the bigger project?
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A central part of the BBP project deals with data integration. These data consist, among others,
of experimental measurements, simulation results, and peer-reviewed articles. This scenario will
thus  fit  as  a  part  of  BBP’s  data  integration  effort.  The  resulting  modeling  parameters  are
extracted  from  PubMed  articles  by  the  TDM  and  included  in  annotation  corpora.  These
annotations can then be integrated into other platforms such as KnowledgeSpace (knowledge-
space.org).  In KnowledgeSpace, neuroscientists can search for specific parameters,  explore
their curated values and provenance. Further, a software toolchain is being developed at BBP
so  that  information  contained  in  corpora  of  modeling  parameters  can  be  integrated  in  a
traceable way into brain simulations.

7.4.4     What kinds of information are sought?

 The information extracted, deals with the following categories:

a) neuroscientific entities and their corresponding properties:

● neurons (electrophysiology, morphology, neurotransmitters, location)

● synapses (type, neuron type, location)

● brain regions (type)

b) relationships (events) between the above entities:

● Neural projection between brain regions 

● Synaptic connectivity

The figure below contains three central named entities related to neuroinformatics in the case of
BBP. It highlights relationships that are highly relevant for the BBP. For example, interaction
between neurons and brain regions, or brain region connectivity.
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Central to this scenario is the concept of modeling parameter, defined as a value (numeric or
not)  that characterizes a specific parameter (see example below).  Modeling parameters are
extracted from the published literature (PubMed), to be integrated into BBP’s brain simulation
models.  A  list  of  currently  defined  modeling  parameters  can  be  found  here:
https://github.com/christian-oreilly/nat/blob/master/nat/modelingDictionary.csv .  This  list  will  be
evolving.  Coverage of  this  list  by the TDM system could be partial  (focussing on the most
important items) and be iteratively improved with time.

Example of a modeling parameter:

parameter value: -65 [mean] ± 6.7 [standard deviation] 

parameter unit: mV

property: resting membrane potential 

entity: paralaminar nuclei neuron 

animal: rat

PubMed id: 16566009

raw  text:  “cells  in  paralaminar  nuclei  could  last  for  several  hours,  and  resting  membrane
potentials (-65 ± 6.7 mV)”

7.4.5     How will this information benefit the users?

This systematic approach to curate literature is being designed so that researchers can search
and incorporate efficiently  structured information extracted from the literature.  Each curated
annotation has a unique identifier and a clear provenance, allowing researchers to trace back
the information to its original source in the literature. This system is currently being developed
and  tested  with  annotations  created  manually  using  a  tool  named  NeuroCurator
(https://github.com/christian-oreilly/neurocurator).  Replacing  (or  complementing)  the  manual
pipeline by a TDM system that can automatically generate these annotations (with potential
manual validation before final inclusion into official corporas) would make this approach much
more powerful. It would allow processing a much larger proportion of the literature and would
make it possible to keep the corpora updated with the constant flow of new publications.

7.4.6     How will this information benefit the users' community?

Data  integration  during  model  creation: When  experimenting  with  new  brain  simulation
models, neuroscientists will be able to search for relevant modeling parameters and use them in
their models.

Keeping models up-to-date with newly published literature: The TDM solution will provide a
solid and efficient way of incorporating new information from the literature into brain models.
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When studying and/or extending a brain simulation model, researchers will be able to verify the
provenance track of each curated information.

Provenance tracking: Currently, most brain simulation model do not include full provenance
tracking  and  source  for  each  of  their  parameters.  It  is  therefore  tedious  for  subsequent
researchers to build on existing models, because one is not sure how and based on what the
parameters have been specified.

Information sharing:  Through  unique  identifiers,  modeling  parameters  can  be  shared  and
reused over different brain simulation model.

7.5     Users
Primary use case developer (community-side): Christian O’Reilly 

Direct users of the system for brain simulation: BBP researchers

Potential  users  (brain  simulation;  neuroscience  data  synthesis  and  consumption):

Neuroscience researchers

7.6     Text Mining

7.6.1     Who will create any new components which are required in the 
workflow?

TDM components: OpenMinTeD team.

BBP-side components: Christian O’Reilly

7.6.2     Who will create any training or development data that might be 
created?

Part of it (if not all) should be created during the ongoing manual curation of the literature about
the thalamo-cortical loop. Christian O’Reilly is the contact person on this topic. 

7.6.3     Who will create the workflow itself?

TDM components: OpenMinTeD team.

BBP-side components: Christian O’Reilly

7.6.4     Who will run the final workflow?

It should be setup as a service that run automatically.
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7.6.5     Who will have access to the results?

Everyone. It is thought as an open-access project.

7.6.6     Who will create evaluation data?

Idem as for 7.6.2.

7.6.7     Who will undertake the evaluation?

Manual  verification  of  automatically  generated  annotations  will  probably  be  necessary.
Evaluation can be included in this process without involving a significant increase of workload.
Christian O’Reilly can manage this aspect. 

7.7     Results

7.7.1     Where will the information be stored?

Produced annotations should be made available in public corpora. We used a GIT repository on
GitHub for storing, versioning, and sharing of the manual annotations we have created so far
(e.g.,  https://github.com/christian-oreilly/corpus-thalamus).  I  would  suggest  using  the  same
infrastructure, unless the technical team can make a strong case for an alternative. 

Intermediary results and text database should be stored on the OpenMinTeD platform. If this
cause problems, we can see how to store it using BBP/HBP resources and provide accessibility
to OpenMinTeD services (probably through REST interface).

7.7.2     Will the results be available/presented on the OpenMinTeD 
platform?

Generated output (corporas) should be usable by different consumer applications. The main
consumer we want to integrate this information into is KnowledgeSpace (knowledge-space.org).
We do not plan to develop an interface for presenting the results on OpenMinTeD platform but
every annotation produced within this use case should be made publically accessible and API
should  be  created  to  interact  easily  with  it.  Thus,  produced  annotations  clearly  can  be
available/presented  on  the  OpenMinTeD  platform  provided  that  the  development  of  the
necessary presentation software is part of the OpenMinTeD team objectives.

7.8     Evaluation

7.8.1     How will you ensure that the users can run the workflow and 
interpret the results?
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The  workflow  should  be  ran  once  on  existing  literature  and  then  be  automatically  run
periodically (e.g., weekly) to update the corpora with new publications. So the question is not
much about “user being able to run the workflow” but more users being able to query to output
and integrate it to their own work. For this, we propose three medium (depending on the user
needs):

1  -  Raw corpus  of  annotations  (e.g.  of  use:  querying and feeding  into  models  appropriate
parameter values)

2 - REST API to access intermediary results such as NER output (e.g. of use: integration within
text mining applications that produce output with higher-level of abstraction).

3 - Synthesis of literature knowledge displayed through KnowledgeSpace (e.g. of use: user-
friendly  web-based  interface  for  user  to  browse  an  integrated  view  of  the  neuroscience
knowledge. See www.knowledge-space.org.)
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8. Use Case SS-A - Facilitation of 
complex information linking and retrieval 
from social sciences publications

8.1     Use Case Summary
The general  use case is  concerned with automatic  detection,  disambiguation and linking of

(named) entities in Social Science text corpora to enhance indexing and searching. The use

case consists of the following three scenarios:

Named entity recognition and disambiguation (NER)

In this scenario, entities like persons, institutions, places are recognized automatically in social

science publications. The detection and disambiguation of those entities is useful for information

retrieval  in  digital  libraries.  For  example,  it  makes  possible  the  resolution  of  terminological

ambiguities (“Washington” may refer to a place or person) or the generation of knowledge maps.

Implementation of this scenario involves the compilation of suitable corpora of social science

publications  (training  corpus  with  annotations,  test  corpus  from  the  same  domain  without

annotations), composition and configuration of a workflow with appropriate tools, and evaluation

of the output.

Keyword assignment

To enhance retrieval functionalities, research documents are assigned one or more terms from a

controlled  vocabulary  (thesaurus,  classification  system)  that  are  suitable  for  the  semantic

content. Up to now, this indexing is done manually by domain experts who read the material and

decide which terms fit best.

A big  step  forward  would  be  the  automatic  assignment  of  those  classification  terms.  This

requires processing of the text in a way that detects central topics and also provides a ranking

for them, such that e.g. the top 10 topics are used for indexing. A candidate knowledge base

(KB) could be the TheSoz (Social Science Thesaurus) and/or CESSDA Topic Classification.

Variable mention detection and linking

This  scenario  aims  at  the  linking  between  survey  data  and  corresponding  publications.

Currently,  those  are  not  directly  connected.  For  survey  data,  sometimes  manually  curated

bibliographies are compiled and provided where each publication that relates to the study in

question is listed. In the case of publications, currently no standard method for citing datasets is
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established. The latter problem is currently targeted at in another research project (InFoLiS II),

where a method is developed to automatically recognize dataset citations in full texts and link

them to the corresponding entries in a dataset repository.

Having established the high-level links between publications and datasets, a next plausible step

would be to identify the subset of variables that was used for the analysis. In the data repository,

variables are assigned a name and a label, maybe also the wording from the question asked in

the survey. But in publications, the variables on which analyses are based are not referenced by

name, but rather using variations of label and/or question text. For example, variable v65 “R

often attend religious services?” (Q34: “How often do you attend religious services?”) from the

ISSP  1991  study  is  referred  to  in  a  paper  within  the  sentence  “Church  attendance  of

respondents was measured with a clear-cut question on the frequency of attending religious

services”.

Implementing an application that is able to identify references to variables involves a clever use

of existing Text Mining tools and possibly new algorithms that are able to deal with these vague

references. The output of this application may then be used in services for domain users. For

example, having established relationships between topical items in full texts and variables in

surveys, a keyword search can provide a user with results of relevant publications as well as

relevant datasets. Also, variables from studies can be categorized according to the contexts

they  appear  in  when  referenced  in  texts,  which  would  allow  another  perspective  on  the

browsable datasets.

 8.2    Technical Feasibility Summary
The main issues of this application can be divided into four areas:

1. Data conversion

2. Sub-corpus creation and annotation

3. Keyword assignment evaluation

4. Dataset variable mention detection

In the beginning, the first task seemed too easy, but as we proceeded with our implementation

several issues emerged. All of the articles hosted on SSOAR1 are only available in PDF format;

therefore a PDF conversion is required to transform the articles to another format that is suitable

for annotation and processing. To implement our PDF-to-XML converter, we tested four of the

latest PDF readers that are specifically developed for scientific articles. We encountered several

problems with these tools in various scenarios, e.g. properly identifying different sections of text,

identification  of  reference entries  and extraction of  tables  and figures.  It  seems that  this  is

mainly due to various layout formats (conferences,  journals, theses) that  are present  in our

1Social Sciences Open Access Repository
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papers. The other main cause could be the mixed language that is used in the documents (i.e.

mixed English and German text in the papers).

Sub-corpus creation is the prerequisite for each of our three scenarios. Here we have to select

three subsets of  papers from SSOAR to be used as evaluation datasets in  NER, keyword

assignment and variable mention detection scenarios. It is relatively easy to create the sub-

corpora for keyword assignment and variable mention detection tasks. For the former scenario,

we will select a subset of papers that have the keyword metadata and for the latter we will limit

our selection to those empirical papers that we have already identified their dataset mentions

(using  InFoLiS algorithm).  Meanwhile,  sub-corpus creation  is  not  as  easy for  named entity

recognition dataset. This is due to the numerous classes of entities that we have included in our

guidelines (12 sub-types entities selected from 4 coarse types). We need to apply a well-defined

document selection strategy to produce a dataset that contains enough instances from each

class.  Moreover,  domain  experts  need  to  spend  a  significant  amount  of  time  to  annotate

instances  of  variable  mentions  in  papers;  since  they  have  to  inspect  the  full-texts  for

occurrences  of  variable  labels  or  questions.  Similar  issue  applies  to  annotation  of  named

entities.  In  this  case,  domain  experts  might  need to lookup entity  names in  supplementary

knowledge sources (e.g. Wikipedia) to be able to correctly annotate the spans.

On  the  other  hand,  a  carefully  designed  approach  is  required  for  evaluation  of  keyword

assignment results. It might seem trivial that the keywords extracted by the machine can be

simply evaluated against keywords assigned by domain experts. However, with a more detailed

inspection, one can realize that it is likely that the system could find more appropriate keywords

than a human can. Thus, we have to define specific evaluation measures for our scenario. We

could also think of a low cost strategy to review the keywords suggested by the system with

help from our domain experts. This way we can produce a higher quality dataset.

Finally,  among  the  defined  scenarios,  we  assume that  implementation  of  variable  mention

detection is more difficult since it requires more novel work. Variable mention detection, and also

the general  topic  of  “dataset  reference detection”  is  a  new topic,  which still  requires  more

research  and  development.  We  need  to  integrate  different  methods  like  knowledge-based

methods  and  paraphrase  detection  methods  to  identify  the  variable  mentions  with  high

accuracy.

8.3     Key Objectives

Objective Technical Difficulty

(Easy / Medium /

Hard / Impossible)

Justification of

Technical Difficulty
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Convert the articles from PDF 

to XML format

Medium - existing PDF readers have some 

problems in processing non-

English papers (e.g. segmentation 

issues happening at abbreviations 

or in references section)

- PDF readers have problems with 

some of our journals/conferences 

layouts

Create a sub-corpus for NER 

evaluation

Medium/Hard - Since we have many NE types in 

our annotation guidelines, it is 

relatively hard to ensure that the 

corpus contains enough instances 

for each type.

Annotate NER sub-corpus  Hard  - Since we have recently created 

NE annotation guidelines, we are 

not yet sure about the quality of 

our annotation guidelines.

- We do not yet have a measure of

the difficulty of our annotation task

- Annotators need to access 

supplementary sources of 

information (e.g. Wikipedia) to 

ensure high quality annotation. 

This will influence the annotation 

time and error rate.

Train machine learning model 

for NER

 Medium  - We will first try with machine 

learning NER components. But, 

we might need to combine them 

with knowledge based methods, to

reach good performance for some 

of the types.

Create a sub-corpus for 

keyword assignment

 Easy -  By selecting articles that have 

keyword metadata

Refine/annotate keyword 

assignment sub-corpus

Hard - The system might extract 

keywords that were not identified 

by human experts. We should 

devise a strategy to extend the 

keywords based on suggestions 
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by the system, to improve the 

evaluation dataset.

Train machine learning model 

for keyword assignment

 Medium  - We have to train and evaluate 

some of the existing keyword 

assignment systems

Create an sub-corpus for 

variable reference detection2

 Easy  - Select articles that we already 

know which datasets they are 

referencing to, based on results of 

InFoLiS algorithm or bibliographies

Annotate variable reference 

detection sub-corpus

Hard - Domain experts have to read the 

paper full-texts and spot 

occurrences of variable mentions, 

having the dataset at hand.

Develop an algorithm for 

detection of variable references

 Hard - We have to design (from scratch)

an algorithm to identify variable 

mentions. Variable mention 

detection is to some extent similar 

to dataset mention detection, but it

also has its own new challenges.

Integrate the processing 

components in a pipeline that 

gets a PDF article, annotates it 

and stores the enriched 

document

 Medium - Having implemented all of the 

required components, it will be 

relatively easy to connect them 

and build the complete pipeline. 

8.4     Overview

8.4.1     Towards which community is the scenario aimed?

● Social scientists (primarily researchers, also public administration)

● The scenario in general is language agnostic

● The specific implementation is based on the resources provided by GESIS: mainly

German text, also some English

2Using those articles that we know which datasets they are referencing (from results of InFoLiS algorithm 
or bibliographies)
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8.4.2     Is the described TDM solution a standalone service or a part of a 
bigger project?

● The produced solution will be used to feed data into an information retrieval (IR) system

8.4.3     If the scenario is part of a larger project…

8.4.3.1         What is the purpose of the project?

● Integrated information services: stronger integration of existing services and information, deep

crossreferencing of all data within GESIS, enrich backend infrastructure

● linking dataset variables to publications

● One potential use: Improved faceted search for dataset variables in userfacing search

portal, also easier navigation via links between different entries

8.4.3.2         What role does the described scenario play in the bigger project?

● The TDM solution is a preprocessing step that feeds into the IR system hosted by GESIS.

This step is required to provide entries and links between them for the IR system.

● The TDM solution will produce a text with annotations and then the IR system will use these

annotations while indexing the documents.

8.4.4     What kinds of information are sought?

 ● dataset variables will be recognized in publications to enable linking

This  scenario  aims  at  the  linking  between  survey  data  and  corresponding  publications.

Currently,  those  are  not  directly  connected.  For  survey  data,  sometimes  manually  curated

bibliographies are compiled and provided where each publication that relates to the study in

question is listed. In the case of publications, currently no standard method for citing datasets is

established. The latter problem is currently targeted at in another research project (InFoLiS II),

where a method is developed to automatically recognize dataset citations in full texts and link

them to the corresponding entries in a dataset repository.

Having established the high level links between publications and datasets, a next plausible step

would be to identify the subset of (survey) variables that was used for the analysis. In the data

repository,  variables  are  assigned  a  name  and  a  label,  maybe  also  the  wording  from  the

question asked in the survey. But in publications, the variables on which analyses are based are

not referenced by name, but rather using variations of label and/or question text. For example,

variable  v65  “R often  attend  religious  services?”  (Q34:  “How often do you  attend  religious

services?”) from the ISSP 1991 study is referred to in a paper within the sentence “Church

attendance  of  respondents  was  measured  with  a  clear-cut  question  on  the  frequency  of

attending religious services”.
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Implementing an application that is able to identify references to variables involves a clever use

of existing Text Mining tools and possibly new algorithms that are able to deal with these vague

references. The output of this application may then be used in services for domain users. For

example, having established relationships between topical items in full texts and variables in

surveys, a keyword search can provide a user with results of relevant publications as well as

relevant datasets. Also, variables from studies can be categorized according to the contexts

they  appear  in  when  referenced  in  texts,  which  would  allow  another  perspective  on  the

browsable datasets.

8.4.5     How will this information benefit the users?

● research purposes:

○ better search results

○ integration of different data silos (research data and publications)

○ enhance reproducibility of previous research (better understanding of usage of

variables in the studies)

○ enhance retrieval of attitudes towards surveys that were conducted in the past

○ facilitate finding of gaps in the field and making new research contributions

(e.g. by making it easier to find the datasets and corresponding analysis

results)

● GESIS  profiting from the enriched linked open data back end:

○ enrich services

○ monitoring of topics / evolution of topics in the Social Sciences

8.4.6     How will this information benefit the users' community?

 ● maybe this solution can serve as a showcase to face this problem in other domains/fields

● contribution to open science  increases transparency, reproducibility

8.5     Users
The final  users of  the implemented solution will  be primarily  researchers.  They are actively

involved in (i.e. conducting) scientific research part of which is the search, retrieval and study of

textual information, including scientific publications. The other part of activities of social science

researchers is searching for and working with (i.e. analyzing, comparing) survey data. 

This solution will help to create a better user experience for researchers working with digital

libraries and (study) data catalogues:
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● Automatic keyword assignment can be used for indexing publications in a digital

library, which indirectly supports the user using the system’s search functionalities.

● Named Entity Recognition is useful in a digital library because it makes possible

the resolution of terminological ambiguities or the generation of knowledge maps. This

way, when researchers look for publications, they can browse by entity types they are

interested in, or they can be provided with search term recommendations for ambiguous

terms.  Also,  the  entities  contained  in  publications  can  be  linked  e.g.  to  external

knowledge bases.

● The  explicit  linking  between  survey  variables  and  publications  is  useful  for

empirically  working  researchers.  With  our  solutions,  we  can provide together  with  a

publication an overview over all the referenced variables and link them directly to some

data catalogue. Similarly, we can provide an overview in the data catalogue in which

publications  a  specific  variable  has  been  referenced.  This  makes  browsing  for

publications  or  data  much more  comfortable.  We can  also  group  variables  that  are

similar to each other based on the textual context they are mentioned in, so that survey

variables can be retrieved similarly to publications via keyword search.

8.6     Text Mining

8.6.1     Who will create any new components which are required in the 
workflow?

Text miners  (UKPTUDA and GESIS)

8.6.2     Who will create any training or development data that might be 
created?

 Knowledge managers (GESIS)

8.6.3     Who will create the workflow itself?

Text miners  (UKPTUDA and GESIS)

8.6.4     Who will run the final workflow?

Aggregators  (GESIS)

8.6.5     Who will have access to the results?

● Text mining result (intermediate result): Text miners (UKPTUDA) and aggregators

(GESIS)

● Final results (integrated in application): Anyone
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8.6.6     Who will create evaluation data?

Knowledge managers (GESIS)

8.6.7     Who will undertake the evaluation?

Knowledge managers (GESIS)

8.7     Results

8.7.1     Where will the information be stored?

The results will be stored on GESIS servers for further processing.

8.8     Evaluation

8.8.1     How will you ensure that the users can run the workflow and 
interpret the results?

not applicable+9
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9. Research Analytics Use Case 
  

9.1 Use Case Summary 
 
This use case focuses on the development of an innovative platform for information (entity) 
extraction from the publications’ plain text and automated and extensible multi-dimensional 
analysis of all scholarly content including textual information, meta-data and extracted 
entities/links. Hence, the proposed platform provides the tools to explore, model, analyse 
and visualize research documents, thereby promoting innovation, policy making and 
collaboration among scientists, institutions, and organizations. Although initially developed 
as part of OpenAIRE’s Inference (by mining) workflow to enrich the OpenAIRE information 
space, it is actively used as a standalone workflow in several E.U. funding & research 
evaluation tenders providing useful insight and timely intelligence of systematic research in 
E.U. In addition, there is an ongoing collaboration with ACM to integrate such services in 
their Digital Library portal. Finally, adapted versions of these services will be applied to other 
data providers or funders. 
 
Information (entity) extraction services focus on extracting links to the following entity types: 

• funding information either on funder and/or project (grant) level for specific 
organizations (e.g., EC FP7/H2020, NSF, Wellcome Trust, NIH, Google, Microsoft, 
Intel, etc.), 

• data citations & bio-entities,  
• software citations, and  
• patent citations.  

 
The Funding linking service identifies funding related information in the full text of 
publications for almost all 13500+ funders that are referenced in CrossRef. This service can 
identify the funders of publications but cannot link them to specific projects (grants), which is 
something that is done by the Project linking services. Currently, project linking services link 
publications to EC, NSF, NIH, FCT, Wellcome Trust, NWO, ARC, NHMRC, SFI, MZOS, and 
HRZZ projects, since those funders have been integrated with OpenAIRE (i.e., we receive 
updated project list and related metadata). This has already been deployed and the results 
are available in the OpenAIRE portal.  
 
Data citation services have been developed for domain-specific entity extraction, for 
example mining for gene symbols, chemicals, organisms, etc. What has already been 
deployed in production is the mining of RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB) codes, where we 
have identified 8,171 publications with 35,335 links to PDB codes. An algorithm for mining 
UniProt codes/accession numbers is under development, pending evaluation/curation.  
 
Software citation services link publications with software repositories, namely github, 
bitbucket, google code, and sourceforge. It has already been deployed in OpenAIRE’s beta 
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portal. Patent citation services mine publications for patents. A first test on EPO patents on 
the arXiv dataset produced 112 EPO patents, using a very ‘strict’ text mining algorithm. 
Further developments will take place with collaboration and feedback from the EC’s 
evaluation unit and the ACM publication board. 
 
Content mining platform utilizes supervised and unsupervised machine learning algorithms 
as well as related interactive visualizations. 
 
Unsupervised algorithms are based on mixed-membership multi-view clustering seeking to 
identify and annotate large archives of publications with thematic information, i.e., topics, 
and then leverage them as a means to link documents with other related information, e.g., 
authors, grants, and journals. In order to achieve this goal, we have developed an intelligent 
and scalable Probabilistic Topic Modelling (PTM) for mining Text Augmented Heterogeneous 
Information Networks (TA-HINets) that is composed of interconnected entities characterized 
by free text attributes (e.g., publications) and related side information (e.g., labels, authors, 
projects, MESH terms, PDB codes). Such side-information may be of different kinds (e.g. 
structured or unstructured attributes and meta-data) and sometimes may form additional 
networks (e.g. authorship network). Moreover, it could be incomplete or missing, noisy or not 
related to textual attributes.  
 
In addition, besides innovative statistical analysis techniques such framework also includes 
several web-based tools, interactive visualizations and metrics that promote qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of the results. Hence, we provide an interactive research map, analyse 
trends and topic distributions identifying emerging, exclusive or common topics, assess 
research timeliness, discover hidden patterns, similarities, structure & communities. 
 
In more detail, the proposed end-to-end Probabilistic Topic Modelling (PTM) platform 
analyses massive collections of documents and related meta-data to: 

• identify active areas of research: discover hidden themes (topics) 
• understand what is actually produced: project the output to the reduced topic 

space (calculate topic distributions per document/entity)  
• discover clusters and communities: topic-based similarity analysis 
• identify emerging research areas: topic-based trend analysis 
• assess coverage, identify gaps or new challenges: compare EU funded research 

vs global research map 
• assess research collaboration: authorship network analysis 

 
The purpose of the supervised algorithms is to provide a fully automated solution of 
document classification assigning to a scientific text one or more predefined content classes. 
It is therefore obvious that this task requires the existence of a taxonomy. In other words, a 
set of content class labels, organized either in a hierarchical, or in a flat way is required. The 
implemented text classification methodologies employ analysis of free text, either stemming 
from abstract or the full text of the publication. In total, four class taxonomies and respective 
datasets will be adopted, each one corresponding to a separate text classification task. In 
particular: 

• arXiv: arxiv.org is a large archive for electronic preprints of scientific publications, 
covering a wide range of fields including mathematics, physics and computer 
science.  
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• Mesh: MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) is a widely used, comprehensive controlled 
vocabulary for the purpose of indexing journal articles and books in the life sciences.  

• ACM: ACM (Association for Computing Machinery) taxonomy is a computer-science-
specific classification.  

• DDC: Dewey Decimal Classification, or Dewey Decimal System, is a library 
classification system that covers a quite wide range of scientific fields.  

 

9.2    Technical Feasibility Summary 
The following diagram describes the related analysis workflow that captures both the tasks 
and technical challenges that are analysed in the table below. As shown in this diagram, 
besides the technical challenges, it is important to emphasize the fact that human (expert) 
intervention will be needed in several of these tasks for the curation, validation and 
evaluation of the results.  
 

 
FIGURE	1:	ANALYSIS	WORKFLOW 

 
The proposed platform will be able to collect and analyse data from various sources and in 
various formats including:  

• Europe PMC: proprietary XML Schema retrieved from ftp site 
• arXiv: provides PDFs (retrieved from Amazon S3 cloud – paid services)  
• Frontiers & other Open Access publishers: via ftp in some XML schema  
• Institutional repositories (IRs): content in PDF or XML (varies upon maturity, but most 

use PDF)  
• ACM: proprietary XML schema & PDF files 
• Wikipedia: proprietary XML 

Collect related data sources.
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preprocess	
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charts and layouts

Create data exploration, curation and validation interfaces
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results

2.Information	
Extraction

Build related training datasets and train

Tokenize, remove stop words
Evaluate the model3.	Classification
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Remark: with bilateral agreements Europe PMC provides around 800K full text articles (with 
licences for TDM) while another 2.4 mi are not available to external systems (other than UK 
due to the recent legislation/exception) for TDM. Some 150200K of these publications can 
be found at IRs. Note: Europe PMC is a good example of an aggregator of full content from 
publishers and OpenAIRE (or CORE) is a good example of an aggregator of full content 
from IRs. 
 
After data collection, we apply standard pre-processing techniques for text mining such as 
Tokenization, Stemming and Stop-Word removal. Then, we enrich related textual content 
with additional (existed or extracted) information (called ‘views’) such as citations, funding 
information, venue, authors, keywords and taxonomies (e.g., ACMClassification or MeSH 
terms). Related information extraction services will be utilized to extract information related 
to funding as well as data, software and patent citations. 
 
Classification modelling, as a supervised task, requires gathering, pre-processing and 
organizing related training datasets that are used to train the respective supervised models. 
Such models are based on Naïve Bayes text classification, hence both the information 
representation and the training process are rather straightforward, since they only involve 
the extraction of term frequencies, which will be later used to estimate the respective 
probabilities used in the classifier. 
 
Then, utilizing our multi-view probabilistic topic modelling engine we jointly analyse textual 
and related side information and identify hidden themes (topics) that characterize them. We 
also assign topics to publications (topic proportions). Topic related metrics are used for topic 
qualitative and quantitative analysis. Experts can help in the topics validation, assessment, 
categorization and labelling process.  
 
Based on inferred topics per publication, we are able to calculate topic proportions for other 
related entities such as topics per grant, per author, per research area, per funder, etc. Also, 
we are able to calculate topic trends per different entities (topics distributions over time) and 
similarities among entities based on their topic proportions.  
 
Finally, we create several interactive data driven web-based visualizations (e.g. similarity 
research graph/map, trend analysis diagrams) that provide useful insights and can help 
experts and policy makers to identify emerging, exclusive or common topics, assess 
research timeliness, and discover hidden patterns, similarities, structure & communities. We 
should also mention that all kind of data including collected data, metadata, extracted 
entities and links, classifications, topics, topic proportions and related topic based 
similarities, distributions and trends are stored in one database and can be accessed and 
explored through multiple querying interfaces and APIs.  
 
Implementation details: Most of the above mentioned modules have already been 
implemented in the context of OpenAIRE. All information extraction, as well as classification 
services, are implemented within madIS 1.9 (https://github.com/madgik/madis). madIS is an 
open-source software built on top of SQLite with extensions implemented in Python. Its 
documentation is available at http://madgik.github.io/madis/. MadIS can use as input 
TSV/CSV, XML, JSON files and databases. It can also produce such formats in its output. 
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Thus all the above mentioned services can work with these file formats. Each service runs 
as a standalone tool, reading its input from the standard input and writing its results to the 
standard output. MadIS can be installed in all operating systems, provided that they have 
SQLite, Python 2.7 and APSW (a Python/SQLite wrapper) already installed. Installation info 
can be found at http://madgik.github.io/madis/install.html. 
 
Probabilistic topic modelling is based on a non-parametric Multi-View topic model 
(MV_HDP1), which extends the well-established generative probabilistic topic models 
(PTMs) based on hierarchical Bayesian analysis and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [1] [2] 
[3] [4], that have been successfully used to mine textual content revealing the underlying 
structure of a document collection. Incorporating a novel Interacting Pólya Urn scheme (IUM) 
to model per-document topic distribution, hence combining interaction and reinforcement, 
MV_HDP addresses the following major challenges:  
a) multiple views sharing statistical strength,  
b) estimation and adaptation to the extent of correlation between them, 
c) handling of different sparsity degrees per view, and  
d) scalable inference on massive, real world datasets handling models with thousands of 
topics.  
 
Also, we have incorporated a novel approach to efficiently incorporate relational information 
within topic models based on a network wordification pre-processing step and a new metric 
that assesses the discriminative strength of a topic to further evaluate the quality of the 
inferred topics and the coverage of the underlying concepts.  
 
Multiple entity types (‘views’) can help to explain each other and the discovered multi-view 
topics that are more coherent and interpretable, hence better correlating with human 
judgment of topical quality. In addition, we achieve higher coverage, uncovering concepts 
not resolved by traditional, textual only topic models. In addition, we are able to infer topic-
based similarities and topic trends for all above mentioned entities including funders, 
journals, conferences, authors etc.  
 
In addition, the implementation2 of the topic modelling engine is based on the MALLET 
toolkit (McCallum, 2002). Although initially we extended MALLET’s efficient parallel topic 
model with Sparse LDA sampling (Yao, Mimno, & McCallum, 2009), we end up 
implementing a very different parallel implementation that can scale to massive datasets 
(over one million documents with metadata and links) on a single computer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
1	 O.Metaxas,	 Y.Ioannidis,	 Multi-View	 Topic	 Modelling	 on	 Text-Augmented	 Heterogeneous	
2	Available	at	https://github.com/hmetaxa/MIXLDA	
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9.3     Key Objectives 
 

 

Objective Technical 
Difficulty 
(Easy / 
Medium / 
Hard / 
Impossible) 

Justification of 
Technical Difficulty 

Access and collect 
related data 

Easy/Medium Several of the required data sources are 
already accessed through OpenAIRE, 
and required data acquisition services 
have been developed. 

Data pre-processing Easy/Medium Standard NLP pre-processing 
techniques required including 
tokenization, stemming, stop-word 
removal. Stop-word removal may 
benefit from domain knowledge. 

Extraction of funding 
related information 

Medium/Hard Authors may acknowledge projects in 
various ways. Moreover, disambiguation 
of projects codes that are extracted is 
sometimes difficult since many false 
alarms may occur. 

Extraction of software 
citations 

Medium/Hard Software packages from specific 
software repositories are mined. The 
difficulty is that there isn’t a metadata 
database for these packages and the 
enrichment requires access to their html 
page and more text mining. 

Extraction of bio-entities Hard PDB codes consist of 1 digit followed by 
3 alphanumeric digits. It is difficult to 
filter out false alarms since PDB codes 
can be easily confused with genes, 
antibodies and other entities. 

Extraction of patent 
citation 

Medium/Hard Authors refer to patents in various ways 
that can’t be easily extracted. 

Classify publications Easy/Medium  Related training procedures have 
already been developed and training 
datasets have been collected. Although 
most of the adopted taxonomies are 
hierarchical, our trained models are flat 
and do not consider such hierarchies 
due to algorithmic complexity.   
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Topic modelling: Mine 
textual, extracted and 
side information to 
identify topics (thematic 
information) and topic 
allocation on publications 

Hard Although a scalable multi-view topic 
modelling engine has been developed 
in the context of OpenAIRE, such a task 
is considered hard. Model selection, 
hyper-parameter configuration (e.g., 
number of topics), scalability on large 
corpora with millions of publication and 
thousands of topics remain an issue. 
Also, topic entitlement, curation and 
categorization should be improved and 
automated. In addition, a hierarchical 
structure among topics is desirable. 
Finally, an incremental topic learning 
process should be developed that takes 
into consideration previous, already 
existing, curated models and results. 

Calculate & analyse topic 
based similarities & 
trends 

Easy/Medium Given well-defined topics and topic 
allocation on publication it is 
straightforward to calculate the related 
trends, similarities and distributions. 
Expert based analysis utilizing both 
qualitative features/descriptions and 
quantitative metrics, as well as related 
visualizations is needed. 

Access and explore 
related results 

Easy All kind of data including collected data, 
metadata, extracted entities and links, 
classifications, topics, topic proportions 
and related topic based similarities, 
distributions and trends are stored in 
one database and can be accessed and 
explored through multiple querying 
interfaces and APIs. 

Visualize the results: 
Effective visualizations 
that provide illustrations 
of the content distribution 
for particular facets of 
interest: funding 
schemes, countries, 
universities, authors, 
scientific fields, etc. 

Hard Content-based visualization of scientific 
results is a challenging task mainly due 
to the richness and diversity of such 
content, especially when seen from the 
aspect of the researcher, policy maker 
or the funder, whose main interest is 
that of assessing research impact or of 
strategy/policy making. In the context of 
OpenAIRE, we have adopted innovative 
visualization techniques in order to 
explore, model and visualize systematic 
research in Europe (and beyond), 
therefore providing an interactive 
research content map. The 
unsupervised approaches stated above 
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are the mean to achieve the content 
visualization task. Then, in order to 
facilitate the analysis of the results we 
are creating several WEB-based 
interactive visualizations that have to be 
enriched and enhanced. 

 

9.4     Overview 

9.4.1     Towards which community is the scenario aimed? 
The community is mostly: 

• Scholarly Communication Organizations (i.e. SPARC Europe, Jisc) 
• Funders/policy makers (i.e. EC, HEFCE, RCUK)  
• Research Performing Organizations (RPOs, Research offices)  
• Publishers  
• Learning Societies  
• Researchers (research communities) 

 

9.4.2     Is the described TDM solution a standalone service or a part of a 
bigger project? 

(1) a standalone service, whose results are made available for users who may employ 
them in any way they see fit; and  

(2) a single module, consisting of a single step in a much bigger project/framework, 
which strictly defines what happens to an output of the TDM solution. 

 
We should mention here that even though the proposed TDM solution was initially 
developed as part of OpenAIRE’s Inference (by mining) workflow to enrich the OpenAIRE 
information space, it is actively used as a standalone workflow in several E.U. funding & 
research evaluation tenders providing useful insight and timely intelligence of systematic 
research in E.U. In addition, there is an ongoing collaboration with ACM to integrate such 
services in their Digital Library portal. Finally, adapted versions of these services will be 
applied to other data providers or funders. 
 

9.4.3     If the scenario is part of a larger project… 

9.4.3.1         What is the purpose of the project? 
OpenAIRE gathers open accessible information regarding scientific literature, extracts 
semantics from it, infers implicit connections, and offers to the community a “map” of the 
academia. 
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9.4.3.2         What role does the described scenario play in the bigger project? 
The proposed TDM solution is a part of OpenAIRE’s Inference (by mining) workflow aiming 
at enriching OpenAIRE’s information space and provide the tools to explore, model, evaluate 
and visualize systematic research in Europe (and beyond), therefore providing an interactive 
research content map. 
 

9.4.4     What kinds of information are sought? 
  

1. Extracted information, entities and links related to funding (funder and/or project level 
whenever applicable), as well as data, software and patent citations. 

2. Thematic information (i.e., scientific topics) which are not necessarily evident 
(keyword based or bound to a known/predetermined semantic entity or classification)  

3. Inferred/hidden relationships among various research entities based on topic based 
similarities (e.g. funding schemes, scientific areas, publishers/journals, RPOs, 
research communities)  

4. Research trends for specific collections applied to the research entities in (3). 
 

 

 
FIGURE	2:	SIMILARITY	GRAPH	OF	FP7	GRANTS	(1) 
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FIGURE	3:	SIMILARITY	GRAPH	OF	FP7	GRANTS	(2) 

 
 

 
FIGURE	4:	RELATIONS	ANALYSIS	OF	FP7	RESEARCH	AREAS	CHORD	DIAGRAM 
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FIGURE	5:	TOPIC	ACTIVATION	OVER	TIME 

 

9.4.5     How will this information benefit the users? 
Information gathered from the outputs of the above services will enrich the content provided 
making it possible to fulfil the original goal (build a “map” of academia), revealing at the 
same time useful insight and timely intelligence that will promote innovation, policy making 
and collaboration among scientists, institutions, and organizations. Effective visualizations 
will provide illustrations of the content distribution for particular facets of interest: funding 
schemes, countries, universities, authors, scientific fields, etc.  
 

9.4.6     How will this information benefit the users' community? 
OpenAIRE's objective is to establish Open Access. OMTD's goal is to provide services. 
OpenAIRE wants to share these services with others, since many data providers (publishers, 
repository managers, scholarly societies) and Research Infrastructure operators (e.g., 
AgInfra) want to use the same services. At the same time, OpenAIRE wants to find similar 
(or not) services which can be used to enrich its data, or to promote via its network to other 
users.  
 
Below we list the key benefits of the services for specific communities:  

• Funders and policy makers:  
o in depth analysis of research for future decision making identifying trends  
o track compliance of policies 
o deduce research outputs of funded projects and their distribution over 

geographical areas, assess researchers and projects  
o discover possibilities for collaborations and institutional relationships 
o identify correlations among programmes or different funders 

• Research communities and researchers:  
o analysis of particular research outcomes 
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o identify trends per scientific area 
o similarities among teams/PIs/authors or RPOs 

• RPOs:  
o research analysis and trends for organization decision making (strength and 

weaknesses) 
o correlation to other RPOs  

• Publishers/Scholarly societies:  
o identify trends per scientific area 
o analyse how journals/conferences fare (need to create new journal or to 

merge existing ones) 
 
Note that most of the services only indirectly target researchers. Research managers, 
funders, data providers (publishers, repository managers, scholarly societies) and Research 
Infrastructure operators are interested to get the information that puts research in context. 
This effectively has an impact on researchers as they are able to i) discover linked research 
results, i.e., contextualized research, and ii) report their impact. 

9.5     Users 
• Researcher  

• Decision making person – funder  

• Research officer, content provider  

• Publisher  

• Repository manager  

• eInfrastructure operator  

• Text miner or possibly a data engineer (data scientist/analyst?) and a data 

architect 

9.6     Text Mining 

9.6.1     Who will create any new components which are required in the 
workflow? 
Most of the components have already been developed in the context of OpenAIRE. Needed 
improvements and additional functionality and components will be developed by the same 
teams, i.e. OpenAIRE data engineers (not necessarily text mining researchers), who will 
pass this to the OpenAIRE eInfrastructure operators. 

9.6.2     Who will create any training or development data that might be 
created? 
Most of the training or development data acquisition process has already been developed in 
the context of OpenAIRE. Automatic harvesting, specific protocol or APIs are incorporated to 
access such data. What needs to be calculated are the resources (storage capacity, network 
bandwidth, etc.) and data providers (OA repositories, publishers, hubs/aggregators) for 
different levels of access rate. 
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9.6.3     Who will create the workflow itself? 
OpenAIRE data engineers will create the workflow in OMTD as well as any callable services 
to the other communities. 

9.6.4     Who will run the final workflow? 
OpenAIRE data engineers and e-Infrastructure operators. 

9.6.5     Who will have access to the results? 
All OpenAIRE and OMTD end-users, including funders, research officers, 
publishers/scholarly societies, researchers, etc. 
 

9.6.6     Who will create evaluation data? 
An OpenAIRE data engineer, together with OpenAIRE’s “marketing” department. 

9.6.7     Who will undertake the evaluation? 
An OpenAIRE quality assurance manager for quality.  
OpenAIRE eInfrastructure data engineers and operators for performance. 

 

9.7     Results 

9.7.1     Where will the information be stored? 
The results will be stored in OpenAIRE’s local storage. Same for annotated metadata and 
full text. 
 
9.7.2     Will the results be available/presented on the OpenMinTeD 
platform? 
The annotated metadata, identified topics and full text will be available, provided the original 
licences/terms of agreement permit it.  
 

9.8     Evaluation 

9.8.1     How will you ensure that the users can run the workflow and 
interpret the results? 
We expect the results to be made available for download, either via a download link or 
specific API. Evaluation depends on expert end-user assessment. 
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